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"Derivatives are financial weapons of mass destruction" 

(Warren Buffet, 2003) 
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Figure I; 
nvestigated 

re/ation 

Summary 
A proparty derivative is a financlal instrument that is based on the return of property. An example is a 

proparty investment certificate (PIC) where the buyer pays capita! upfront and receives over the maturity 

of the PIC the returns of the IPD index over the capita! paid. The IPD index represents all proparty in a 

market 

The use of these proparty derivatlves is booming, especially in the UK, where al ready over ene billion 1 

of proparty derivatives have been traded In 2005(1PD, 2006). These proparty derivatives are solely 

proparty swaps and PIC's. A proparty swap is an agreement where the buying party swaps a LIBOR 

interest rata for the IPD return over a certain notional amount for the maturity of the swap. 

Possible advantages of the use of proparty swaps and PIC's are that the buyer doesnothave to pay the 

high transaction costs as with direct proparty and does gel a diversified proparty portfolio. Furthermore it 

is possible to obtain this investment quickly, much quicker than it is possible to buy a direct proparty 

portfolio. 

However although there are enough buyers, proparty investors are nol anxious to sell a lot of proparty 

derivatives. This slows the development of the proparty derivatives market A probable reasen for the 

lack of sellers is that proparty investors have a lack of knowledge with respect to proparty derivatives; 

they do not know what the effect for !heir investments wili be when seiling proparty derivatives. Th is lack 

of knowledge is the primary reasen for conducting this study. The research question fellows from the 

problem described above and is: 

"What are the implications of selling property derivatives tor the risk and return of the seller of risk's 

investment portfolio?" 

The goal of this study is: 

"To get insight into the implications of selling proparty derivatives on the risk and return of the portfolio of 

the seller in order to support them making their decision, increase transparener and increase liquidity 

and the development of the market. " 

The study investigates the relation between selling proparty derivatives and the risk and return of the 

investment portfolio. The investment portfolio consists of proparty derivatives and a direct proparty 

portfolio. The relation is visuaiized beiow. 

Percentage of sold property 
derivatives 

Risk of the invesbnent portfolio 

Return of the investment 
portfolio 

This risk and return are infiuenced by seliing more proparty derivatives because of the sellers' liabilities 

of paying IPD index returns. This relation is investlgated by the development of a calcuiation model that 

calculates the ditterenee in risk and return of the investment portfolio when more proparty derivatives 

' The 1 billion estimate of IPD can be too high since two counterparties of a single trade report the trade 

independently so that one trade can be coun1ed twice in the estimate. 
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7ure 11; brief 
overview 

XJmposition 
of the risk 

Formula: 
standard 
deviation 

are sold. The study is explorative, on befarehand no proposition is made about the relation; there is no 

hypothesis to test. The model is tested on the correctness of the calculations and the sensitivity of the 

input parameters. Finallyin a reallife case and two hypothetical cases is shown how the model is used. 

Calculatlon of risk 

The risk is characterized by the probabillty of underperformance and the standard deviation of the 

investment portfolio. The probability of underperformance is calculated by a statistica! procedure with 

the standard deviation and the expected return, the expected return is modelled by the return model. By 

reviewing the literature and interviewing proparty professionals it appeared that the standard deviation of 

the investment portfolio can be braken down into saveral components they are shown below in the 

figure. 

D 
D 

• Input paramaler 

All combined, this results in the following formula tor the standard deviation of the lnvestment portfolio 

containing proparty derivatives. 

~ex;, +x~+ 2xmxpd)o;! +x;, co;! *(/3; -1)2 +(QI n)2
) 

xirrv 

Calculatlon of return 

The return is calculated by calculating the Modilied lnternal Rata of Return over the net cash flows of the 

investment portfolio over the maturity of the proparty derivative. The model automatically calculates the 

cash flows according to saveral input parameters. The input parameters are recognized by the literature 

and by interviews with proparty professionals. 
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lph land/I; 
therelation 
reen selling 
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m, riskand 

standard 
deviation 

Exoectod rO!UITl lnveolme<ll oortfollo 

Senslllvlty and Correc1n88S 

The model was checked by Prof. dr. ir. Van Berkurn in stalistics whether the calculations made were 

correct. They approved the calculations. A sensitivity check was performed whether the output of the 

model was not dependent on one single parameter. This was done by determining standards for the 

values of all the input parameters, then the values of one single input parameter ware allered from the 

minimum to the maximum. The effect of the change of one single parameter on the relation between 

selling proparty derivatives and the risk and return of the investment portfolio was measured. The results 

of these sensitivity tests are that the most important input parameters are the premium of the proparty 

derivatives, the excess beta performance and the Beta of the direct proparty portfolio. The sensitivity 

tests also showed that there is no single input parameter that delermines more than 60% of the output. 

Th is means that the sensitivity is well spread over the input parameters. 

Real llfe case 

Three cases show the results of the use of the model , one of these cases is briefly described below. 

lnvestor X wants to buy a direct proparty portfolio, however he has insufficient capital. Therefore he 

wants to sell PIC's so that he gains cash upfront and can buy the proparty portfolio. lnvestor X wants to 

know what the effect is of selling PIC's on the risk and return of the invastment portfolio. The lnvestmant 

portfolio contains direct proparty and the liabilities of tha sold PIC's and it is axpected that tha proparty 

portfolio will outperform the market. 

The results obtained by the model are shown below. 

% ool:l PIC"s 
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The graphs above show that the standard davlation and the return of the investment portfolio increase 

when more proparty derivatives are sold. The risk decreasas until about 75% of the direct proparty 

portfolio is sold as proparty derivatives, aftar that the risk increases rapidly. 
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Important to notlee is that the more PIC's are sold, the more sensitive the investment portfolio becomes 

to out and underperfonnance of the direct proparty portfolio. This is shown in the graph above. The 

graph on the right shows the effect of selllng more proparty derivatives on the ratio return/risk lor various 

proparty derivatives premiums, here a higher ratio means a better risk/return trade off. 

Concluslon and recommendatlons 

The research question is answered and the goal of the study is met. With tnis study and calculation 

model proparty investors can see the effect of selling proparty derivatives on the risk and return of !heir 

investment portfolio. 11 quantifies what the experts know about the effect of proparty derivatives. The 

relation between selling proparty derivatlves and the risk and return of the investment portfolio depands 

on the values of 19 different input parameters. In a standard situation the return and the standard 

deviation increase when selling PIC's and decrease when swapping the IPD return for an interest rate. 

Another main rasuit is !hal when seliing more proparty derivatives the investment portfolio becomes 

more sensitive to the out and underperfonnance of the direct proparty portfolio . This study showed 

quantitativeiy that PIC's can be used for taking up more risk and a higher return while swaps can be 

used to ereale a iow risk/ low return investment. 

The uniqua quantitative approach to estimating the risk and return of a portfolio with proparty derivatives 

opans up a lot of areas tor further research . 

• The model can be expanded by taking into account more different kinds of proparty derivatives, 

in this model only the most used proparty derivatives in 2006 are taken into account 

• The model can be expanded by taking into account more different investment portfolios. For 

example the effect of proparty derivatives on an investment portfolio with indirect proparty can 

be modelled. 

• The input parameterscan bestudled further : 

o The premium of proparty derivatives is in this report an input parameter, this premium 

can be decomposed in saveral components. 

o The Beta of the direct proparty portfolio can be modelled in further research . 

o The level of diversmcalion can be estimated more accurately with further research, it 

is in this report determlned by the number of assets in a portfolio . 
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Section A: Chapter one: Introduetion 

§ 1.1 Introduetion 

A proparty derivative is a financlal Instrument that Is based on the return of property. These financlal 

instruments can take any shape, but the proparty derivatives that are most widely used are so called 

proparty index certificates and proparty total return swaps. For example; a proparty index 

certificate(PIC) is a financlal instrument where the buyer pays capita! upfront and receives over the 

maturity of the PIC the returns of the IPO indelf over the capital paid. 

Over 2005, the use of proparty derivatives has seen enormous growth in especially the Uniled Kingdom. 

There was always soma turnover of proparty derivatives since the mid 1990's, but the marl<.et remained 

illiquid and one-sided. Turnover of proparty derivatives has struggled around 200 million pounds until in 

2005 the one billion has reached(IPD, 2006). This is a major breakthrough with a turnover increase of 

500%. 

More important than the past growth is the potentlal future growth which is a lot harder to measure. 

Experts' views differ on the potentlal size of the market but agree that it must be huge. Estimates of 

potentlal sizes range trom 10 billion in two to three years time to 30 billion in the UK alone(Reuters, 

2006). The 30 billion is based upon 20% of the underlying proparty deals. Besides growth in size the 

proparty derivatives marl<.et is also growing in diversity. New proparty derivatives are being developed 

llke swaps on proparty submarkets and on proparty markets outside the UK. 

The potentlal of the market is justified by the favourable characteristics of the proparty derivatives 

compared with direct or indirect investment in property. Examples of advantages of buying proparty 

derivatives over direct or indirect proparty are the saving of transaction casts, the possibility to buy a 

perfectfy diversified portfolio and increased liquidity of the investment. Advantages of selling derivatives 

are that high premiums are being paid lor them and almast no transaction casts are involved. However, 

although agreed is on an enormous potentlal lor the market and favourable characteristics of these 

proparty derivatives, the market remains till today iiliquid. 

There are many more partielpants willing to buy then to sell as is shown by a survey of Boeve(2002). He 

surveyed potential buyers of proparty derivatives and concluded that there was a clear need of proparty 

derivatives. While on the other hand he showed that there was a lack of sellers because of the 

unfamiliarity of them with the concept. With the increased attention lor the market the balance of buyers 

and sellers gets distorled more and more. 

The increasing prices of the most traded proparty derivatives, the proparty index certificates, also show 

the shifting balance. Premiums on camparabie proparty index certificates, which are tlll now the most 

traded instruments, have surged over 2005 with more than 100%(Barclays, April 2005, JUiy 2006). 

This illiquidity hampers the development of the market and decreasas the potentlal of the proparty 

derivatives since one of the main advantages of the instruments can be the higher liquidity over direct 

and indirect property. Si nee the decreased attractiveness of the derivative eausas a decrease in liquidity 

this is a downward sloping loop. 

While there is a lot of potentlal the illiquidity hampers the development of a large and diversified proparty 

derivatlves market. The main reason lor this unnecessary illiquidity is the market partleipants lack of 

knowledge on proparty derivatives. Especially the proparty companies, who are in the best position to 

sell proparty derivatives, bear any understanding of the concept. Boeve(2002) argued that the reason 

2 IPD index: The IPD index represents the aggregate returns lor a whole property market 
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tor the lack of understanding can be the non-financial background of many employees at the proparty 

companies. 

While there is enough interest in the subject, there are a lot of uncertainties on the benefits and risks 

involved when selling such a new financial product. This effect is worsened by the loose term proparty 

derivatives, whlch can have many different meanings. 

The boom in proparty derivatives, the enormous interest trom marl<et participants lor it and the iack of 

knowledge on the concept on mainly the sell side which eausas iliiquidity ware the raasons lor the 

initiation of this study. 

§ 1.2 Goal 

The goal of thls study is a logical consequence of the issue described in the introduetion and forms the 

focus of the research question which wil! be formulated next. 

The goal of this study is 

"To get insight into the implications of selling property derivatives on the riskandreturn of the portfolio of 

the seller in order to support them making their dec/sion, lncrease the transparency, liquidity and the 

development of the market. • 

For the seller, also called the seller of risk, his interest wlll be the pertormance of hls fnvestment portfolio, 

the partormance of this portfolio is characterised by the return of that portfolio and the risk involved 

gelling that return(Van Gooi, Jager, Weisz, 2001). Thls is the reason why this study will focus on the 

implications on the risk and return of the sellers' investment portfolio. 

When satisfying the goal this study wilt have added knowledge to the existing academical lilarature by 

showing the effect of seiling proparty derivatives on the risk and return of the investment portfolio, this is 

the academie relevance. 

Thereby, on the short term, it wlll be practically relevant for proparty companies facing the deelsion 

whether to seil proparty derivatives or nol. The relevanee on the long term of the study is that it can 

contributs to the increasing transparency, liquidity and devetopment of the proparty derivatives marl<et. 

§ 1.3 Research questlon 

The research quasiion is the actual query that has to be solveel in order to satisfy the goal. That's why 11 

has a close relation with the goal and is actually a relraming of it. 

The research quasiion is: 

"What are the implications of selling proparty derivatives tor the riskandreturn of the seller of risk's 

fnvestment portfolio?" 

The study is an explorative study, which investigates the relationship between adding proparty 

derivatives to an lnvestment portfolio and the risk and return of that investment portfolio. This is 

visualized in the schema below. 
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Figureone 
e investigated 

re lation Percentage of sold property 
derivatives 

Risk of the investment portfolio 

Return of !he investment 
portfolio 

The study does nol take a position whether the risk and return will be increased or decreased, there is 

no hypothesis to test. 

The W2ï; supporting proparty companies making a decision on selling, and increasing liquidity and 

development of the market, and what we want to know; the implications of selling proparty derivatives 

for the risk and return on the investment portfolio, of this study are formulated above now. Below is 

defined the how of this study by defining the subquestions. 

§ 1.4 Sub-questlons 

Since there is no empirica! evidence on the relationship, the impUcations of setting proparty derivatives 

on the risk and return have to be modelled. The research quasiion is divided into sub-questions, which 

adel up to the research question, in order to make the question more comprehensible. These will be 

answered through out the study and these answers will provide a valid answer to the main research 

question. 

The sub questions will be discussed briefly below, each sub question is divided into more questions. 

1. How to model risk? 

a. How to express the volatillty and risk of the investment portfolio? 

b. Which elements do contribute to the volatility and risk? 

c. What is the (quantitative) relation between these elements and the volatility and risk? 

d. Which elements to use as input parameters lor the model? 

2. How to model return? 

a. How to express the return of the investment portfolio? 

b. Which elements do contribute to the return? 

c. What is the (quantitative) relation between these elements and the return? 

d. Which elements to use as input parameters lor the model? 

3 . How totest the contribution of each element to the studied relationship? 

a. Which input parameters do have the most impact on the output of the model. 

4. How does the model work in practica, what are the results? 

When all these questions are answered it is possible to model the effect of selling proparty derivatlves 

on the risk and return of the sellers portfolio and the research question is answered. 

The research methods that will be used in order to answer all these questions will be discussed below in 

the structure and organisation of the study. 
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Rgure two 
Setupofthe 

model 

§ 1.5 Structure and organlsatlon 

The study will be conducted in the following way: 

1. First will be determined what the definitions are lor the risk, return , lnvestment portfolio, proparty 

derivatives and seller of risk. 

2. Then the two models lor risk and return will be set up. Therefore the elernents that delermine the 

risk and return have to be identified and the relation between the elements and the risk and return. 

The lilarature is reviewed lor this and proparty professionals are interviewed. Only when all the 

important elements are known and when the relation between the elements and the output is 

quantifiable, only then , the elementscan betaken into account in the model. 

3. The risk and return model are tested on the influence each input parameter has on the outcoma of 

the model. There will be zoomed in on the parameter in order to break it down into more 

parameters if this influence is too large, this is done by reviewing the literature and interviewing 

experts. In this way the power of the model increases. This process is shown intheligure below. 

4. When the rnadeis are optimized they will be used in a real life case and a hypothetical case. This 

will show the relationship between adding proparty derivatives and the risk and return of an 

investment portfolio. 

lf one lnpul parameter 
delennines too much of 
!he outcome !hen zoom 
further In. 

§ 1.6 OUUinlng 

expressor 

The approach described above results in a report with the following out!ining. The study is divided into 

four sections, A,B, C and D. 

Section A is the set-up of the study, the following questions are answered: 

• Why do we study this research question, what is it relevance? 

• What do we study? 

• How do we find an answer on the research questlon? 

Section B contains the set up of the models lor the risk and return of the investment portfolio which are 

used to show the effect of selling proparty derivatives. In order to set up each model it is necessary to 
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know how to measure risk or return, what elements do influence it and how do these elements influence 

the risk or return. 

Section C is the test section. lt contains a test, one test will check how much each parameter of the 

model influences the studied relationship. When a certain parameter has too much influence on the 

relation the risk of garbage in and garbage out bacomes larger. To decrease the influence of a single 

parameter the study will then zoom in on that parameter to find it's determinants. 

Section D shows the relationship by means of a real life and a hypothetical case. lt also contains the 

conclusions. 

Figure three on the next page shows the set up of the study, the chapters, sections, sub research 

questions and data collection methods are mentioned. 
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§ 1.7 Scope 

The scope sets the boundaries lor the research. The why, what and how of this study have been 

discussed. Important is to pay soma attention to the aspects that will not be covered in this study. 

There are saveral boundaries: 

• The level of aggregation of the study is restricted. 

• Only the effect of selling proparty index certificates and swaps are studied. 

• Only the effect of these proparty derivatives on an investment portfolio consisting of direct 

proparty is studied. Other investment portfolio's are nottaken into account. 

• No fiscal aspect will be examined. Only the risk and return of the investment portfolio. See 

Kruissen(2003) lor a closer look at the fiscal aspects. 

In the following chapter the concepts used in this study will be explained and the framework lor the 

study will be set. 
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Section A: Chapter two: Delineation and definitions 

§ 2.1 Introduetion 

This chapter provides the framewerk lor the remaining of this study. The concepts used in the research 

question are defined in order to provide a clear understanding what this study is going to research and 

what nol. Thereby the scope will be set on which proparty derivatives, which sellers of risk, which 

returns and which risks this study will focus. 

The research question is: 

'What are the implications of selling properrv derivatives tor the risk and return of the seller of risk's 

investment portfolio." 

The under1ined concepts will be defined and expiained. This chapter will first in §2.2 define the most 

exotic concept of this study; proparty derivatives. Then in §2.3 the seller of risk will be defined and in 

§2.4 and §2.5 the concept of risk and return will be defined. 

§ 2.2 Deflnltlon property derlvatlves 

§ 2.2.1 Formal definition 

Derivatives are ''financiaJ instruments whose value depends on the values of other, more basic, 

under1ying variables." (Huil, 2005, p.xx) The underlying variabie can be many different things. There are 

derivatives on stocks, the weather, freight and interest rates. The under1ying of proparty derivatives is, 

hence, property. The basic under1ying variables must be related to property. The definition lor a proparty 

derivative bacomes than: 

"Financial instruments whose value depends on the values of other, more basic, proparty related, 

underlying variab/es. • 

Related means in this context that the variabie has to be somehow, direct1y or indirectly, generaled by a 

proparty or a portfolio of properties. 

With this definition a wide, seemingly unlimited, spectrum of financlal instruments are proparty 

derivatives. As well call3 options on a single office building as a forward contract on an a proparty 

country index are proparty derivatives but !heir properties differ hugely. Thai is why it is nol possible to 

study the effect of all kinds of proparty derivatives. A selection of proparty derivatives that are most 

appropriate to study will be made later on in this study. 

Although many different proparty derivatives are possible, it is also dear that soma produels look like 

proparty derivatives but are not. An example is intlation produels that are funded with proparty returns, 

like the intlation product sold to Bouwfonds funded by the Vendex portfolio. They are somatimes 

3 See glossary lordescription 
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Rgurefour; 
Cashflow 

;cheme when 
buyinga 

t'Operty index 
certificate 

reported as proparty derivatives but si nee the pay off of the derivative is linked to the intlation and nat to 

property, this product is nat regardedas property derivatives
4

. 

§ 2.2.2 Disadvantages/advantages property derivatives in general 

To develop the knowledge on !he use of proparty derivatives some advantages and disadvantages are 

discussed below. The type of proparty derivatives discussed are derivatives on an index. Like the 

proparty index certificates(PIC's). 

The proparty index certificate is an instrumoot where the buyer of it pays the notional amount plus a 

premium upfront and in return the buyer gels the IPD total return over the notional amount lor the 

agreed maturity. The IPD represents a certain market, like the Dutch all property market, !he schema 

below lor shows the cash flowsof a PIC: 

lncome returns trom IPD index 

Notional amount plus 
premium on PIC 

Notional amount plus 
accumulated capital 
returns 

The advantage of such a product is illustrated by the following comparison of three investment 

alternatives; direct, indirect and property derivatives. They are compared on the relevant aspects to 

provide a clear view on the advantages and disadvantages of proparty derivatives in tabla one on the 

next page. 

Now that the advantages and disadvantages of proparty derivatives in general are made clear and it is 

possible to see the use and potentlal they have, this study will zoom in on the spectrum of proparty 

derivatives in order to select one or two proparty derivatives to sell. Those proparty derivatives that are 

most feasible now and in the near feature lor further investigation will be selected, !hls will increase the 

practical vaiue of the study and model. 

Please nota that any history of property derivatives will nat be discussed here since it has been done 

extensively elsewhere. See lor example Domen(2003) or McAllister and Mansfield(1998). 

4 Nole 1ha1 proparty derivalives are !he same as real eslale derivalives. only !he lerm property derivatives is more widely used in !he UK while 

real es1a1e derivatives is more used in !he Unhed Slales. This sludy uses property derivaöves. 
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Table one; 
overview 

tantages and 
isadvantages 
of derivatives 

Table two; 
ssification of 

different 
property 

deri vatives 
Source: 

'omen(2003) 

Direct property Indirect property PIC 

Selection Intensive due diligence because Due diligence due to fund Almost no due diligence 

of individual stock picking and plcking, mainly selecting due to only having to 
process 

location selection. managers. select a marllet. 

Transaction High due to stamp duty, on Low, buying ()( seHing Low, minimized. 

costs 
average in the Netherlands 7% shares Is much Ie ss 

and in !he UK So/o(Protego, comprehensive, however 

2006). transaction costs are 

hidden in the fund. 

Diversification Mlnlmal, need a large portfolio Good, can diversify easily Perfect, !he retum is 

to diversify idiosyncratic risk. by investing in private based on I he marllet 

funds. index. Since the marllet 

is perfectly dlversnied 

the PIC returns are as 

well. 

Liquidity Low, can take up to 6 months Depends whether fund Is Low now, but when the 

(IPF, 2004) rex selling a private or public. Private marllet develops ~ has 

property. funds are less liquid, public the potentlal to become 

funds are very liquid. a liquid capital marllet. 

Llquidity is high when nn now lew products 

selling small amounts, low are available and 

when selling high amounts. liquidity is low. 

Depends also on the tree 

float of a stock. 

§ 2.2.3 Property derivatives categories 

Domen(2003) and Kruijssen(2003) use !he following classification tor proparty derivatives which are 

theoretically possible. 

Lisled Non-lisled 

Proparty derivatlves based on direct real Proparty derivatives based on direct real estate 

estale 

Proparty derivatlves based on non lisled Proparty derivatives based on non listed indirect 

indirect real estate real estate 

Proparty derivatlves based on lisled Indirect Proparty derivatives based on lisled indirect real 

real estate estale 

Proparty derivatlves based on a direct real Proparty derivatlves based on a direct real estale 

estale index index 

Proparty derivatives based on a non-lisled Proparty derivatives based on a non-lisled 

indirect real estale index indirect reaJ estale index 

Proparty derivatives based on a lisled indirect Proparty derivatlves based on a lisled indirect 

real estate index raai estale index 
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Domen(2003) distinguishes listed and non listed derivatlves, listed ones are lisled on an exchange whlle 

non-listed derivatives are traded over the counter. The over the counter network is "a computer and 

telephone linked network trom dealers who do not physlcally meer (Huil, 2006, pp.xx). When a 

derivative is lisled on an exchange there is more transparency, contracts are standardized and one can 

trade instantly. When traded over the counter, which is the alternative lor on an exchange, the contracts 

are negotiated with dittering terms, transparency Is thus low and trades occur more infrequently. Priclng 

informatlon is often not available unllke on an exchange. Llsted derivatives are not feasible since the 

market has not developed that lar that standardized contracts are accepted and trading occurs so often 

that an exchange is justilied. Especially aftar the London FOX5 debacle it seems that first an over the 

counter market has to develop befare a lisled market can evolve. 

A distinction is made. between derivatives on an index and on individual assets. Derivatives on an index 

are the better alternative si nee derivatives on individual assets have two main drawbacks: 

• Adverse selection problem; this means that one of the counterparties of the deal has no 

incentive to fulfill his obligation to the other. For example when the total returns of two assets 

are swapped, one could piek it's worst performing asset lor trading. 

• Moral hazard problem; this problem is related to the adverse selection problem. lt is the risk 

that because of the terms of a derivative contract one of the counterparties will adjust hls 

behaviour towards the other in a nagalive way. Domen(2003) mentions the classica! insurers 

example where an insured party takes on more risk since the consequences are born by the 

insurer. When returns on individual buildings are traded there is no incentive lor the iegal 

owner of the building to maintain the proparty. 

Domen(2003) furthermore distinguished three different kind of proparty assets where the derivative can 

be based upon. These are direct property, indirect proparty and listed indirect property. He statas that 

derivatives on direct proparty and indirect non lisled real estale are preterred over dertvatives on listeel 

indirect raai estale since the riskfreturn characteristics of listed raai estale bahave more like stocks and 

less like proparty, a riskfreturn profile that behaves like direct proparty is favourable because of the low 

correlation withother asset classes . 

5 
The London FOJ( Exchange was a property derivatives exchange initialive in 1994 which !ai led due to lack of 

Hquidity and supposed insider knowledge. 
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Tab/e three; 
selection of 

different 
property 

derivatives 
Sou ree: 

Domen(2003) 

This results in the following scheme with the two remaining classes: 

Lisled 

Proparty 

Non-lisled 

derivatives based on a 

indirect real estale index 

non-lisled I 

eet 

The non lisled property derivatives based on a direct or non lisled indirect property index are most 

feasible. 

For the indices on direct proparty the IPD is the only wide spread recognized alternative in Europe. For 

the indices on indirect non-lisled property the INREV is the only alternative in Europe. The IPD is the 

best to use in general and lor this study. Almast all derivatives transactions, currently occurring, are 

based upon the, valuations based, IPD index since it represents the underlying property the best. 

Although there are some issues like smoothing6
, it does nat have a leverage effect like the INREV does, 

besides that it is possible to construct an index on each separate national market and sectoral market 

while with the INREV index it is nat possible to construct an index on each submarket This is due to the 

tact that the INREV index is constructed of non lisled funds that all have their own strategy regarding 

which market to invest in. 

So the IPD famlly is best to use. With family is meant all the IPD indices that are available. Those are 

national IPD indices, sectoral IPD indices, monthly, quarterly and annually indices and indices on 

componentsof returns like lor example the income component of property. 

§ 2.2.4 Property derivatives types 

When decided is that the IPD index will be used in this study there is only one last distinction to be made, 

the distinction between the different types of derivatives. Four different types are recognized, these are 

futures/forwards, options, swaps and structured notes. Futures and forwards are almast the same type 

of derivatives and are treated in this study as the same since they do nat have any, lor this study, 

relevant differences. They are described shortly below: 

Forwards/futu res: 

"ft is an agreement to buy ar se/I an asset at a certain future timefora certain price" (Huil, 2005, p.XX) 

6 Smoothing is the underestimation of volati/ity by valuers of property due to adapting valuations to previous 

valuations. 
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Table tour; cash 
flowschema 

when buylng a 
property index 

certlficate 
Source: 

Modifled trom 
table 

Oomen(2003) 
who basedit on 

a tutorlal trom 
Zurich Rnancial 

Services 

A swap: 

"A swap is an agreement between two companies to exchange cash flows in the future. The agreement 

defines the dates when the cash flows are to be paid and the way in which they are to be calculated." 

(Huil, 2005, pJ<X) . A swap can beseen as a portfolio of forwards with different maturities. 

Structured notes: 

"Structured notes are debt securities in which the repayment of interest, and sametimes principal, is tied 

to movementsin an underfylng index andlor have embedded options or forwards". 

(Huil, 2005, p.XX) 

Options are available in two main tastes, call options and put options. Basedon these tastas there have 

been dozens of more exotic options been issued. 

"A put option gives the holder the right to se/I the underlying asset by a certain date tor a certain price." 

"A cal/ option gives the holder the right to buy the underlying asset by a certain date fora certain price." 

(Huil, 2005, p.XX) 

Expiry date Obligation of buyer Obligation of seller 

Forwardsllutures Fixed expiry date To pay an agreed prlce alt = To sell the underlying 
0. at I = 1 tor the agreed 

price to the buyer. 

Options The buyer of the option has To pay the option premium To buy/seli I he 
the rlght to exercise at any on the put or cali option. underiying lor the 
time within a certain period. exercise price when 

the buyer exercises his 
puVcali option. 

Swaps Fixed expiry date To pay the LIBOR rate plus To pay a return based 
X% per period. on an index or other 

underiying per period. 

Structured notes Fixed expiry date To pay the nominal amount To pay a return based 
plus a premium alt = 0. on an index or other 

underiying per period. 

lt is expacted that the market will develop as follows(Reuters, 2006): the derivatives now in use are 

swaps, based on the IPD index, and PIC's. Roughly about 60 to 70% of the total market These 

standard derivatives will develop first, it is expected that later on in the development of the market more 

exotic produels will be developed, the range of produels will grow. This can rasuit in a highly diversified 

market with all kinds of proparty derivatives on different indices. However it will take some time befare 

the market will be fully developed. 

This means that now and in the near future only the standard proparty derivatives will develop, these are 

PIC's and swaps which are based on the IPD index. These will be studied further on in this study. First 

will briefly be explained what these proparty derivatives are. 
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Figure five; 
cashflow 

scheme when 
swapping a 

LIBOR rate for 
the /PO return. 

§ 2.2.5 PIC's and swaps; the proparty derivatives discussed in this study 

Prooerty Index Certificates 

A PIC is structured as a Eurobond7
, issued by a large financial institution. The bond has a certain 

maturity. Over this maturity the issuer of the bond pays interest to the holder. The interest that is paid by 

the issuer to the holder of the bond is set equal to the returns of the IPD index. The income return of this 

index is paid per pariod, lor example per quarter, the capital return is accumulated over the maturity of 

the bond and paid in total at the redemption of !he bond, at the end of the maturity. 

Because the interest payment is nol based on the general interest rate but is based on the IPD index 

this is nol a nonnal bond and is called a derivative, a structured nota. The cash flow schema is shown in 

§2.2.2. 

Proparty swaps 

Here the cash flow that is exchanged is the IPD total return over a certain amount lor a LIBOR rate plus 

a certain risk premium. This all over a pre agreed period. lt looks as follows in a cash How schema: 

lncome returns trom IPD index 

Accumulated 

capita! retum 

trom IPD index 

LIBOR Rata plus risk premium 

The main goal of this study is to show the relationship between selling proparty derivatives, PIC's and 

proparty swaps, and the risk and return of the investment portfolio. In the remainder of this study when 

proparty derivatives are mentioned only PIC's and proparty swaps are maant. 

§ 2.3 Deflnhlon seller of risk 

The main subject of the research quasiion is the seller of risk. In order to avoid a misunderstanding the 

seller of risk is clearly defined below. 

"The seller of risk is the counterparty that receives a premium or a discount tor the disposal of proparty 

related returns. " 

The seller of risk is the seller of the proparty derivatives, the investor who sells some kind of direct or 

indirect proparty exposure lor a premium or a discount. In thls case it is the one who sells the PIC, pays 

the IPD returns and receives the nominal amount plus premium upfront. Or in case of swapping, the 

7 Eurobond: A bond is a security that pays of interest to the helder, a Eurobond is a bond which is issued across the 

national border of !he institution in another currency. 
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seller of risk is the one who pays the IPD returns of the swap and receives the LIBOR plus risk premium 

per period. 

Past examples of sellers of risk have been insurers, pension funds, hedge funds and proparty 

companies. The different type of sellers or risk is nol important in this context since it does not effect the 

relation between selling proparty derivatives and the risk and return of the investment portfolio of a seller. 

However sellers of risk can have different investment portfolio's which is relevant lor this study. 

Possible different investment portfolio's can be: 

• Direct proparty plus proparty derivatives 

• Indirect proparty plus proparty derivatives 

• Direct and indirect proparty plus proparty derivatives 

• Only proparty derivatives. 

The investment portfolio will be discussed below. 

§ 2.4 Deflnltlon of fnvestment portfolio 

The investment portfolio differs per seller of risk, as seen above various investment portfolio's with 

proparty derivatives are possible. This study only locuses on so called "all property'' portfolio's and not 

on mixed asset portfolio's with stock and lixed income products. The different, all property, possibilities 

are described below. 

1 . Direct proparty plus proparty derivatives; Here the investor has a portfolio of direct proparty and the 

liabilities of selling proparty derivatives. 

2. Indirect proparty plus proparty derivatives; here the investor has a portfolio of indirect proparty 

securities. These can be lisled or non-lisled indirect real estate. 

3. Indirect plus direct raai estale plus proparty derivatives; a third possibility is a portfolio of all the 

components, direct, indirect and proparty derivatives. Here the risk and return characteristics are 

complex and inlluenced by many factors. The same reasans as above can apply lor the investor to 

buy or sell proparty derivatives. 

4. Only proparty derivatives; something that does not aften occur is an investor with only proparty 

derivatives. So lar only hedge funds and intermediaries wlth a temporary position do have portfotios 

with solely proparty derivatives. 

This study focuses on the case that happens the most8 , which is the one where an investor with an 

investment portfolio of direct proparty sells proparty derivatives. Thai is because lor this lnvestor the 

advantages are the greatest: 

• When a market downturn is expected selling proparty derivatives is much more cast effective then 

selling direct property, this is due to the transaction casts of selling direct property. 

• Thereby one has got the possibllity to regain the economical benelices of the direct proparty aftar a 

lew years. 

8 Based on experiences of Protego in the UK. 
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In the direct proparty market the largast out performance can be gained due to the management 

intensive character of rnanaging direct reel estale and the full control one has over the direct 

property. With the selllng of proparty derivatives this out performance can be magnifled. 

Thereby are direct proparty investors the least experienced with proparty derivatives and need most 

help. 

§ 2.5 DeflnHion of return 

Accordlng to Van Gooi, Jager and Weisz(2000) lnvesting is the fixation of capita! with the alm of 

recelving cash flows in the future9
. The expected return over the capita! is important and the risk 

involved getting that return. This risk Is discussed in the next paragraph. The return is the reward tor 

bearing the risk; for sacrlticing capita! for an unknown futura. 

The tormal definltion of return used in this study is: "The annual return on an investment, expressedas a 

percentage of the total amount invested." (lnvestorwords, 2006) lt is often also called the rate of return 

or return on investment(ROI). 

The return in this study used is the average, annual, total return over the investment portfolio during the 

holding period. 

This study will model the returns of the investment portfolio. lt is possible thatthe investment portfolio, 

conslsting of direct proparty and proparty derivatlves, are part of a bigger portfolio. The returns on the 

bigger portfolio will nolbetaken into account. With total return is maant the income and capita! return. 

Since the investment portfolio contains a direct proparty portfolio !he study will focus on the annual 

returns of the investment portfolio. Annual returns can be very different over the years of the holding 

period of !he investment portfolio. This is because when a direct proparty portfolio is acquired acquisition 

costs of up to 6% are pald. This reduces the return on the portfolio that year significantty. That's why the 

average annual return over the holding period will be modelled. 

§ 2.6 DeflnHion of risk 

Risk is often confused with uncertainty and volatility, thafs why risk is defined below. 

Definition risk: 

"The quantifiable likelihood of loss or less-than-expected returns" 

(lnvestorwords, 2006a) In the context of this study the risk becomes than: 

"The probability that the return of the total investment portfolio wil/ be below a certain threshold value." 

How this study indicates risk is discussed in chapter lhree. In this paragraph is discussed which risk to 

indicate. lt is essential to categorize risks in order to gat an overview which risks to focus on. 

• Text is Iranslaled from the Dutch language. 
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This study focuses on the strategie, financial, risk of an all real estale investment portfolio consisting of a 

long position in direct real estate and a short position in PIC's or swaps. 

This study focuses on the risks involved with the investment portfolio. When zooming in on the 

investment portfolio one can distinguish three types of risks. 

Strategie, tactical, operational 

• Strategie risks are the risks of not meeting your strategie goals. In this context the investor wants 

the investment portfolio to perform. The risk of underperformance of the total portfolio is the 

strategie risk. 

• Tactical risks are the risks that one of the instruments used to fullfill the strategy are not performing 

adequately. In this case the instruments used to fullfill the strategy are a long position in direct reaJ 

estale and a short position in PIC's or swaps. Examples in this context are: 

o The risk that the long position of direct real estale does underperform to what was 

expected. 

o The risk that the short posltion of PIC's or swaps does underperform to what was expected. 

• Operational risks are day to day risks involved when doing tactical manoeuvres. Examples of 

operational risks of PIC's or swaps are(Hasselt, 2003): 

o Credit risk, the risk that a counterparty defaults 

o Leg al risk, the risk that a contract can not be enforced 

o Human error risk, the risk of a hu man failure 

o Settiement risk, the risk of default when one party has al ready lultilled its obligation. 

Examples of operational risks of direct real estale are numerous, often occurring risks are vacation 

risk and rent renewal risk. 

§ 2.7 Concluslon 

The most important concepts are defined in this chapter. The proparty derivatives that are going to be 

taken into account are proparty swaps and PIC's, the investment portfolio consists of direct proparty and 

the obligations of the sold proparty derivatives. The seller of risk is the investor who pays the IPD 

returns and receives compensation tor this. The risk is defined as the probability that the return is below 

a certain threshold vaJue and the return is the annual average return expressed as a percentage of the 

invested capltal. 

In the next chapter the risk of the investment portfolio will be modelled. 
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Sectien B; Chapter three; Risk model: 

§ 3.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter the risk of the investment portfolio containing direct proparty and proparty derivatives will 

be modelled. In chapter two the risk we want to model was discussed, it is the strategie, financial risk of 

the investment portfolio. This risk is defined as: 

"The probability that the return of the total investrnent portfolio wil/ be below a certain threshold value." 

This chapter is set up in the following way. First an appropriate expression of risk will be chosen that will 

be the output of the model. An important assumption will be lesled and the standard deviation lor the 

proparty portfolio and the proparty derivatives will be discussed. These will be find by reviewing the 

lilarature and interviewing proparty professionals. At the end the factors and relations that delermine the 

risk will be reviewed and the chapter will be concluded. 

§ 3.2 Model output: Risk and volatlllty expresslon 

§ 3.2.1 Introduetion 

1t is important to find an expression lor risk because this will be the output of the model. Decomposing 

the outpu1, the expression of risk, into elements is the start of the rnadelling process. 

The risk that must be expressedis "the probability that the return of the total investment portfolio wil/ be 

below a certain threshold value." This is al ready an output which can be used to set up the model. 

However the volatility of the investment portfolio will also be used as an output parameter of the model. 

This is because the probability of underperformance of the return is dependent on the return of the 

investment portfolio and the volatility of this investment portfolio as will be shown below. The logic 

behind this is as follows: whenever the investment portfolio has a higher return the probability of a lower 

return will diminish, also whenever the volatility of the investment portfolio is lower with a constant return 

the probability will also diminlsh. In this way a high return can camouflage the !act that the return of the 

lnvestment portfolio has become more volatile. To prevent this, the volatility of the portfolio is also 

expressed in the model in order to indicate the risk. 

First an expression lor the volatility wUI be found and this expression will be used later on to express the 

probability of underperformance. This expressionlor the volatility wil I be found by reviewing the literature. 

There are saveral alternatives, after reviewing them the most appropriate one will be chosen. At last in 

this paragraph will be showed how to use the volatility in order to calculate the probability of 

underperformance. 

§ 3.2.2 Lower partlal moment(LPM) 

The lower partial moment maasurement of risk was first introduced by the famous Markowitz 10 in 1959. 

The lower partial moment is an expression that is based upon the ditlerences between the average 

returns and the realized returns in the past over a certain period. The more ditlerences there are the 

10 Marl<owitz: faunder of !he mean varianee model. Basis of diversification theory. 
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more volalile the asset is and the higher the financial risk. The specilic !hing of the LPM technique is that 

the dillerences are powered by n. The lormulais as lollows: 

Where: 

LPM = Lower partial moment 

N = number of observalions 

'i ~ return at time i. 

P =power 

r = average returns over certain pas period 

The higher the n the more important outliers become. Because whenever n is higher the large 

dillerences are powered more and will have a larger impact on the LPM. The higher n the more 

sensitlve the indicator is lor large dillerences. 

Since it is a single maasurement indicator with no assumed probability distributlon it is nol possible to 

assign probabilities to a certain outcome. So the probability of underperformance cannot be calculated. 

Furthermore are positive as well as negative deviations trom the average perceived as volatility, this 

while positive deviations trom the average are clearly nat perceived as risky by investors. Another 

disadvantage is that it with a higher n the indicator is more sensitive to large dillerences. 

§ 3.2.3 Maan Absolute Deviation(MAD) 

The mean absolute deviation does look at the same dillerences as the previous measurements, 

however it does not multiply them. Thars why outllers do not have that much influence with this 

maasurement lt does not distinguish positive deviations trom nagalive deviations. The MAD is 

calculated as lollows: 

MAD =_!_ IIR, -E(R)I 
T 1~1 

Where: 

MAD = Maan Absolute Deviation 

T = Time till maturity 

R, = Return at time t 

E ( R) = Expected return 

Main advantage is that it is easy to interpret, disadvantages are that it does nat distinguish between 

positive and negative deviations and that the MAD cannot be used to calculate the probability of 

underperformance. 
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Figurefive; 
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deviation and 
standard 

deviation. 

§ 3.2.4 Standard deviationtvariance 

The most popular indicator tor volatility is the standard deviation ar, if squared, the variance. lt is widely 

used in the financlal lndustry as a risk measurement. The standard davlation is a lower partlal moment 

with n = 2. The standard deviation is the "expected absolute value of the ditterenee between the random 

variabie and its mean."(Biglova, 2004). 

The standard davlation is calculated as follows: 

Where : 

a = standard deviaüon 

n = number of observations 

r; = return at time i. 

r = average returns over certain pas period 

The standard davlation of past returns with the average return is measured. A higher standard davlation 

means a higher dispersion around the maan ar expected value sa more uncertainty and volatility. 

Main advantage is that it is easy to calculate and easy to interpret Main disadvantage is that positive as 

well as negative ditterences to the maan ar expected value are viawed as volaülity which increases the 

risk. This while positive out1iers are clearly nat perceived as risk by investors. 

lf returns are normally distributed the standard deviation is, tagether with the mean, parameter that 

describe the distribution. lt is possible then to calculate the probability of a nagalive return. However the 

annual returns must be normally distributed. 

§ 3.2.5 Downside deviation, semi varianee 

An impravement on the standard davlation is the downside deviation, also called semi varlance. lt is 

almast the same although inslead of using all returns only the returns below the mean are used. This Is 

based on the idea that investors only perceive any downward deviations as risk. The tigure below shows 

the ditterenee with the standard deviation. 
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1t is calculated as follows: 

. /_1 n 2 
a=~--;;- ~Max[O,(E(Ij)- 'i)] 

Where: 

N = Number of observations 

E ('i) = Expected return of asset i. 

The main advantage of this maasurement of risk is that it only takes into account the downside 

deviations of the returns with respect to the average. Thereby lt is easy to understand. An important 

disadvantage of this maasurement is that it is not commonly used and not much data of the downside 

deviation on proparty is available with respect to the data on the standard deviation of property. 

§ 3.2.7 Selecting expressionlor volatility 

Alter reviewing the tour alternatives the standard deviation will be chosen as the indicator lor the 

volatility. The standard deviation is the only indicator which can be used to calculate the probability of 

underperformance when assumed is that the returns are normally distributed. lf the returns are normally 

distributed then it does not make a dilterenee that also the positive deviations are measured as volatllity 

because the distribution is symmetrical. So the downside deviation is the same as the standard 

davlation when returns are normally distributed. Furthermore is volatility mostly measured as the 

standard deviation and is data on the volatility of property, if available, only available measured as the 

standard deviation. 

The expresslon of volatllity is always valid, however lor the calculation of the probability it has to be 

assumed that the returns are normally dlstributed. Later on in this chapter will be showed whether this is 

a reasanabie assumption. How to calculate the probability of underperformance of the investment 

portfolio with the return and the volatility will first be showed. 

§ 3.2.8 Calculating the probability with the volatility 

When the returns are assumed normally distributed and the volatility is calculated then the probability of 

underperformance is easy to calculate. Reeall that the risk we want to maasure is the probability that the 

total return of the investment portfolio will periarm below a certain threshold return. This probabiiity can 

be described, when assumed is that returns are normaily distributed, as follows: 

where: 

~ = the threshold return 

Z = probability lor a normal distri bution with maan is 0 and a standard deviation of 1. 

(j = Standard deviation 
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Figure seven; 
Negative and 

positively 
skewed 

distributions 

E ( r) = Expected return 

§ 3.2.9 Return distribution of proparty returns 

In this paragraph we will check whether the assumption that the annual proparty portfolio returns are 

normally distributed is true. We need this assumption of an underlying return distribution in order to 

calculate the probability of underperformance, or in other words, the risk of the investment portfolio. 

Below we present data from aarlier studles on the return distrlbution of property. We use two criteria in 

order to delermine whether a distribution is normal, the skewness of a distribution and the kurtosis. After 

reviewing these two aspects of a portfolio we look at the data in order to delermine whether we can 

reasanabie assume that annual direct proparty portfolio returns are normally distributed. 

Skewness(Brown. Matvsiak. 2001 l 

This is a maasurement of asymmetry of the return distribution. Positive skewness means that the 

distribution has a tendency to more positive values while a nagalive skawed distribution has a fatter 

nagalive tail. This is also shown below in the figures: 

Negatively skewed. Positively skewed. 

The skewness of a distribution can be caused by mainly market conditions. When market conditions 

worsen the distribu1ion tends to skew negatively. 

Kurtosis(Brown, Matysiak, 2001) 

This is a maasurement that shows how flat or how peaked a certain distribution is. A high kurtosis 

implies a peaked distribu1ion with fat tails. A low kurtosis implies a flat distrlbution with narrow tails. This 

is shown below in the figures. 

High value of kurtosis Low value of kurtosis. 

A normal distribution has a kurtosis value and skewness value of zero. The Jarque-Bera stalistic tests 

whether or not these valuas are jointly equal to zero. 
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Empirica! evidence previous studies 

As described befare we want to know how annual returns of a direct proparty portfolio are distributed. 

We now know the tools which describe these, it's time to review the data. Various studies focus on the 

return dlstributions of direct real estale portfolio's. And all with mixed results. For example Brown and 

Matysiak(2001 }. They use annual return data of 100 UK properties that track the IPD data well . They 

find that the kurtosis and leptosis is normal tor annual returns lor sectors and larger portfolios, consisting 

of 750 properties and more. Maurer et al(2003} also check the normality of annual real estale returns, 

they use the complete IPD index trom the UK, the NPI trom the US and IMMEX index trom Germany. 

They check with three normality tests whether the annual returns, trom 1987 to 2001, trom these three 

real estale indices are normaL They find normality lor all three indices. Brown(1985} also showed that 

as the holding period increases real estale returns tend to be normal. These studies show that annual 

returns tor realestale portfolio's are normally distributed. 

Although there is considerable evidence that returns over periods shorter than one year, quarterty and 

daily returns, are not normal distrtbuted we find it reasanabie to assume that annual proparty returns are 

normally distributed based on the evidence above. This because evidence over langer periods than one 

year suggests that returns are normally distributed. These contradictory findings may be explained by 

the tact that the product of n stochastic variables that are non-normally distributed is normally distributed 

when n is high enough. So even if the daily returns are not normally distributed, the product of 260 daily 

returns is. This may explain the findings above. 

When assuming a normal distribution we need to know the return and the volatility, represented by the 

standard deviation, in order to calculate the risk. The return will be discussed in the nex1 chapter, the 

standard deviation below. 

§ 3.2.1 0 Conclusion 

We decided to use the standard deviation as an expression of the volatility of the investment portfolio. lf 

the returns are normally distributed then we can calculate the risk, the probability of underperformance, 

with the use of the following formula: 

To calculate this probability we need to know the standard deviation of the investment portfolio and the 

expected return. We will discuss these respectively in §3.4 and in the nex1 chapter. First we will check 

how reasanabie it is to assume a normal distribution. 

§ 3.4 Sfandard devlatlon of the lnvestment portfolio 

In this paragraph wilt be found which input parameters delermine the standard deviation of !he 

investment portfolio. This is done by breaking it down into multiple elements. Each time wilt be checked 

whether it is possible to identify the delerminanis of the element and lf there is a quantitative relation 

known between the determinants and the element. When these conditions are met the determinant will 

be revlewed if it can be braken down further by the same procedure. lf it is not possible to identify the 

delerminanis or the relation, than the element wilt be used as an input parameter tor the model. 
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Formuta 1 

When reviewlng the llterature there Is no lilarature avallable on !he delerminanis of the UP of a portfolio 

consisting of direct proparty and proparty derivatives since proparty derivatives are a new phenomenon. 

However the literature lor portfolio's in general consisting of two assets can be reviewed. 

Markowitz(1959) staled that the variation of a portfolio containing n assets is the weighted sum of the 

variances plus the covariances of the assets, this resulted in the following formula: 

u~= "'f_x;u1
2 + "'f_"'f_x1xp11 

i=l i=l j=l 

Where: 

U 1 = standard deviation of asset I. 

UP = standard davlation of portfolio 

U 1i = covariance of returns between lth and jth asset. 

x1 = weight of asset i 

n = number of assets 

This is in agreement with the general modem portfolio theory 11 from Markowitz. The modern portfolio 

theory(MPT) stales that diversifying assets reduces the risk due to non-perfect correlations. Whenever 

!he correlation between two assets is not perfect than the two assets cancel out each other extreme 

values which reduces the total risk of the portfolio. 

When this formula is applied on our investment portfolio the standard deviation of the investment 

portfolio then becomes: 

Where: 

Ure ~ standard davlation of direct proparty portfolio. 

U pd = standard davlation of proparty derivatives. 

Prepd "'correlatlon of returns between direct proparty and proparty derivatives. 

x1 = weight of asset i. 

This shows that it was posslble to ldentlfy !he determlnants of the UP and to quantity the relation. The 

formula above has braken down the risk of the portfolio into saveral elements. 

The weights of the assets 

The standard deviation of the direct proparty portfolio 

• The standard deviation of !he proparty derivatfves 

The covariance of the returns of !he proparty derivatives and !he direct proparty portfolio. 

" See appendix B lor a more thorough description of portfolio theory. 
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Figure eight; 
Cashflows 

when buying a 
PIC 

The weights are input parameters of the model, the standard deviation of the direct property portfolio 

and the proparty derivatives and the covariance between them will be discussed below. 

§ 3.5 Standerd deYlation of the property derlvatlvea 

Literature on the standard deviation of the proparty derivatives is not yet available due to the recent 

upcoming of property derivatives. However when we make soma minor adjustments it is possible to 

derive standard deviation of the proparty derivatives. In determining the standard deviation of proparty 

derivatives we make a distinction between the PIC and the swap. Below is showed how the volatility of 

the property derivatlves is determined and why. 

§ 3.5.1 PIC's 

Reeall that the PIC is a financial contract which assures tha1 capita! is paid upfront in return tor the IPD 

market return over the maturity of the PIC. See the schema below. 

lncome returns trom IPD index 

Notional amount plus 
premium on PIC 

Notional amount plus 
accumulated capita! 
returns 

Here can be seen that the only uncertain cash flows are those trom the IPD Index. The only volatility 

involved with the PIC is thus the volatility of the IPD index. 

There is no lilarature on the determining components of the IPD index volatility, however since it 

represents the market it's volatility is almost the same as the market risk. There are a tew aspects why 

the IPD index does not fully replicate the market 

• Smoothing 

• Representativeness bias 

Smoothing 

Smoothing is the problem of underestimated risk by valuation based indices, this is due to the valuation 

aspect of the index. Geltner(1997) defines valuation smoothing as follows: "aggregate valuations include 

the systematic bias of the effect of past market values on the ctment appraisals. This effect of past 

market value on the current appraised value is what is known as "appraisal smoothing". 

Smoothing is caused by soma main factors(Marcato, 2004) like the: 

• Valuation spread over time, this means that valuations of properties are corrected by the valuer 

to coma closer to valuations of older properties. 
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Formula2 

• lnertia; this the phenomenon where valuers wait to long with updating !heir older market bellafs 

for !heir new valuations, this is also the reluctance of valuers to report changes in value below 

the 1%. 

There is various research on the de-smoothlng of an index, all kind of algorithms are designed in order 

to provide a more accurate market risk estimate over past returns. 

Representativeness bias 

The IPD index contains portfolio's of assets from all kind of larger investors like institutional lnvestors 

and lisled and non-lisled funds, however the smaller investors are nol represented. The total real estale 

underlylng the index is jus! a portion of the total real estale available. For example in !he UK where !he 

IPD has the longest track record, only X% of the total proparty is comprised in !he index. 

Although the IPD index does nat fully repllcate the market we use this as a good enough proxy. This 

study will assume that the market is perfectly represented by the IPD index. This means that the 

standard deviation of the market is the standard deviation of the PIC, in formula: 

lo-!t = o-; I 
Where: 

o-!t = Varianee of proparty derlvatives 

o-2 
= Varianee of market m 

Below will be the market volatility dlscussed and, if possible, braken down into its determinants. 

Market volatility 

Various studies study the effect of macro economical variables on the proparty market 

Ling and Naranjo(1996 and 1999) find that expected, unexpected inflation, interest rates, the market 

portfolio and saveral other macroeconomlcal variables are risk factors for !he proparty market Eichholtz 

et al(1998), Liu and Mei(1996) find that exchange rate risk adds to the market risk when for countries 

and cantinenis specific. 

Ciochetti et a1.(2003) state that one way of estimatlng market risk is correcting the observed market risk, 

in the farm of !he standerd deviation over past returns, and correct !hem on some factors. They state 

that the standerd deviation is dependent on the sector of the market 

Brown and Matysiak(2000) recognize three different systematic risks that affect all objects of !he market 

• General economie conditlans 

• Changes in finance rates 

• Taxatien 

Although saveral elements where recognized that delermine the market volatility they could nol be used 

in the model because the relation between these elements and the market volatility can nol yet be 

quantified. So we use the market volatility as an Input parameter for the model si nee it cannot be braken 

down further. 
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Figure nine; 
Cashflows 
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the /PO fora 
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Formula3 

§ 3.5.2 Swaps 

Reeall that a swap is a swap of cashflows where the seller of risk sells the IPD leg and wants in return a 

LIBOR rata plus a x% premium in return. See the cash flow below. 

lncome returns from IPD index 

Accumulated 

capital return 

from IPD index 

LIBOR Rate plus risk premium 

The liabilities of the swap are the same for the seller of risk. So the volatility of the liabilities are the 

same as for the PIC, this volatility is the volatility of the proparty market, see the previous paragraph. 

However inslead of a premium received by the seller at the start, as when selling a PIC, the seller 

receives periodically a LIBOR rata plus x% premium. The x% premium is a fixed number and does nat 

influence the volatility of the swap. The LIBOR rata however is an interest rata that changes over time 

and is uncertain. 

The LIBOR rata is the interest rata at which banks land to each other. 1t Is viawed as the minimum 

landing rata. Th ere are saveral LIBOR rates for various landing periods. For example a 12 month LIBOR 

is the interest rata at which banks lendeach other tor a maturity of 12 months. The 6-month LIBOR rate 

is most aften used as opposing leg tor the IPO leg in a swap. 

Although the 6-month LIBOR rate is a rate that is volatile we use a fixed rate, we do this by swapping 

the 6-month LIBOR rate tor a fixed rate on the capital market. This is done because of the following 

reasons: 

• The care business of the proparty investor is proparty and nat interest rates, so he can better 

bear proparty risk and nat interest rate risk. 

• The interest rate is very difficult to fa reeast and has a non constant volatility. 

• There are many instruments on the capital market tor swapping the LIBOR rate tor a fixed rate. 

So this study assumes that every proparty investor swaps the 6-month LIBOR rate tor a fixed rate and 

the 6-month LIBOR rate and in this way the volatility of a swap is the same as the volatility of !he PIC 

which on his turn resembles the market volatility. 

§ 3.6 Standerd devtatlon of the direct property portfolio 

When looked at the delerminanis of volatility of a single asset in general one can make a dlstinction 

between market volatility and tracking error risk. Th is is shown in the formula below: 

la!= X:, a;,+ .ça; + 2xmx,.,ama,1 p"". I 
Where: 
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a;, = Varianee of the direct proparty portfolio 

a 2 
= Varianee of the market 

m 

a; = Varianee of the tracklng error 

Pmre = correlation between the market and the tracking error 

xm = weight of the market return 

x,. = weight of the tracking error return 

In this case it is always that the weight of the market standard deviation is equal to the weight of the 

tracking error because each return of the direct proparty portfolio consists of a tracking error return and 

a market return. This means that: 

Formula4 B 
The standard deviation of the market and of the tracking error are discussed below. 

§ 3.6.1 Standard deviation of the market: 

The market risk of the direct proparty portfolio is the same as the market risk discussed above lor the 

proparty derivatives. This will not be further mentioned hare. 

§ 3.6.2 Standard deviation of the tracking error: 

The tracking error risk is infiuenced by the Beta of the portfolio and the diversification level of the 

portfolio. In formuia this looks as follows{Byrne and Lee, 2000): 

Formula5 la; =a~ *(A-02 +a;21 
Where: 

a; = tracklng error risk 

a;2 
= non-systematic risk 

Assumed is that there is no relationship between the Beta and the residual risk of a portfolio. As we can 

see above the tracking error can be braken down into the elements market risk, Beta and non

systematic risk. The market risk we have discussed before, the delerminanis of the tracking error risk 

are discussed below. 

Another smal! stream of research focuses on the overall risk factors of the tracking risk of proparty. 

Jonas Lang LaSalle has developed a risk model in collaboration with the IPD. The approach was tested 

by JLL and IPD. They find that of the 130 randomiy created portfolio's the following risk factors ware 

significantiy correlated wlth the tracking error size: 

• Lot size 

• Sector baiance 

• Location concentration 
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Figure ten; 
Systematic and 
non-srsternatic 

risk 

Weighted sector beta and 

Tenant concentration 

However it is not possible to quantify the relation between the determinants above and the tracking error 

risk. So the Beta and the non-systematic risk will be used as determinants lor the tracklng error risk 

since it is shown in formula 5 that this relation can be quantified. 

§ 3.6.2.1 Beta of the direct property portfolio: 

The Beta measures the sensitivity of the direct proparty portfolio to market fundamentals, it is the 

covariance between the proparty portfolio and the market index, lor example the IPD index. The 

proparty portfolio can be more sensitive to market fundamentals when lor example the vacancy rata is 

relatively high. Or the strategy of the portfolio is risky, lor example based on improving low quality 

property. There is little research that shows the relation between portfolio characteristics and the Bete of 

a portfolio. So the Beta cannot be braken down in other elements and is as such an input parameter lor 

the model. 

§ 3.6.2.2 Non-systematic risk of direct property portfolio 

More is written about the non-systematic risk of a portfolio of direct property. Various studies adres the 

factors that determine the non-systematic risk. Potentlal sourees of specific risk are according to Byrne 

and Lee(1999): Location, regional and local economie conditions affecting demand and the comparative 

supply of similar properties, tenants creditworthlness, lease structure etc. According to Viezer(2000) 

they are: Lease terms, oparating and flnancialleverage, tenant mix and location. 

Non-systematlc property risk should be possible to diverslfy away. The principle of diversification is, as 

we have seen, "not putting all your eggs in one baskef'. By spreading the return determining 

characteristics of your portfolio you reduce the non-systematic risk. When the portfolio approaches the 

market portfolio the non-systematic risk approaches zero and the portfolio only has systematic risk. This 

is shown in the ligure below. 

Non-systematic 

ric:::k 

Systematic risk 

Level of diversification 

A lot of literature has been written on the relation of size to diversificatlon level. A classica! paper on 

diversification of securities is the one of Archer and Evans, wntten in 1968. They investigate the 

relationship between the rate of reduction of portfolio varietion by adding randomly securities to a 

portfolio. The following hypothesis is tested: 

• lf the number of securities in a portfolio is increased so that the market portfolio is approached, 

one would expect that the portfolio varietion would decrease to approach the varietion of the 

market portfolio. 
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Formula 6 

Table four; non· 
systematic risk; 

constanis A and 
BSource: 

Brown(1988) 

• In other words, that the unsystematic risk approaches zero by an asymptotic function. 

They concluded that the marginal effect of adding securities diminishes rapidly alter the 10
1
h security. 

Elton and Gruber(1977) approach the diversification effect more analytically and catch it in formula's. All 

thls research was done on equity data. The first studies concerning the diversification level of proparty in 

a quantitative way only emerged in the late 80'ties. This was due to the lack of empirica! data needed to 

study the relation ship. Byrne and Lee(2001) find a significant spaarman correlation coefficient of -0.387 

between the size of a certain fund and the specific risk of !hal fund. 

Brown(1988) recognizes the followlng reason why the diversification effect of properties might ditter trom 

!hal of securities. 

• Due to the indivisibility of proparty the weights of the assets in !he portfolio are determined by 

material factors. 

This study argues that low correlations between assets increase the portfolio diversification effect. In 

other words: the lower the inter asset correlation the higher !he diversification effect and the fewer 

securities you needinorder to dlversify an amount of speciflc risk away. However the large ditlerences 

in value between assets can be a factor that makes sure that a lot of properties are needed in order to 

diversify risk. Brown(1988) uses the following formula lor quantifying the effect. 

Where : 

U = standard deviation of portfolio returns 

N = number of assets In portfolio. 

A =Constant 

Q = Constant 

A represents here the systematic part of the risk and Q( ~}he non-systematic part of the risk. Their 

empirica! work resulted in the following consta nis. 

Sector A Q R2 N 

Sim 1 0.0184 0.0118 0.95 40 

Slm2 0.0139 0.0534 0.91 40 

Sim3 0.0191 0.0230 0.58 40 

Theoritlcal 0.0145 0.0309 

So the non-systematic risk can be estimated by the constant Q and the number of assets of a portfolio . 

Although this is a good approximation of !he non-systematic risk there are some rough edges on it. The 

following two raasons account lor this : 

1. The different values of properties, A portfolio is much less diversified when there are 5 

properties of which one accounts lor 90% of the total value than with 5 properties which are 

equalln value. 
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2. lt assumes that all properties have different characteristics, which does not have to occur, 5 

properties within the samevillage and same sector do not diversify as well as 5 totally different 

properties. 

The following literature focuses on identifying the risk diversifying factors and the amount of effect they 

have on diversifying away unsystematic risk. Eichholtz et al(1995): Returns on different proparty types 

are believed to be driven by different economie factors: For example: 

• "Offices by office employment, shops by retail sales and industrial properties by manufacturing 

output." 

• They acknowledge the problem that location boundaries are politica! and not economical. 

They study whether it is better to first start diversifying geographically or by sector, they don't find a clear 

answer, it dlffers per proparty type. Viezer(2000) argues as following: The non-systematic risk is caused 

by economie and geographic ditterences between propertJes. He reviews saveral studles which use 

different diversifying factors like Hartzell, Hekman and Mlles(1986) which use the following factors: 

Metropolitan statistica! area, Proparty type and Lease maturity. Viezer(2000) describes that Malizia and 

Simons(1991) diversify economically, this means by locatlon in an economical area, like the MSA. 

Grissom, Kuhle and Walther(1987) diversify on the following factors: Different markets and Proparty 

types. Firstenberg, Ross and Zisler(1988) also used proparty types and different geographlc locations 

as dlverslficatlon factors. 

Viezer(2000) concludes aftar testing 13 different sets of diversifying factors that the best factors to use 

are location and proparty type. Hamelink et al(2000) show that geographic zones based on economie 

lorces outperfarm geographic zones basedon politica! boundaries. 

However although just the number of objects in a proparty portfolio is a rough way to quantify the level 

of diversification it is the best there is at the moment. lt is known what the most important diversification 

factors are, location and sector, but these factors cannot be quantified, so they are of no use in this 

model. lf ever these factors are quantified then they can be used to quantify the level of diversification in 

this model. 

§ 3.7 Resume 

We have shown various tormula's tor the components of the volatility of the investment portfolio. The 

tigure below shows the decomposition of the risk of the investment portfolio. 
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This paragraph will combine the lormula's of the standard deviation of the investment portfolio into one 

formula lor the total standard deviation. The one parameter that has not yet been discussed is the 

correlation between the proparty derivatives and the direct proparty portfolio. Since there is no empirica! 

evidence of the correlation between proparty derivatives and direct property, due to the short exlstence 

of proparty derivatives, we will derive the correlation basedon the lormula's below. 

Reeall that the formula lor the investment portfolio risk is. 

Combine these two in: 

Assume that 

I cr!t =er;, I This means that pmpd = I , combine the previous two lormul as: 
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Furthermore assume that Pm~. = 0 and 

Formula 4 I xm = xle I so: 

2 (2 2 2 ) 2 2 2 aip= xm+xpd+ xmxpd am+xmalt 

FormulaS 

Combine these two formula's: 

Formula 6 I a;"". = Q In I Where a is a constant and n the number of properties in the direct real estale portfolio. 

The standard deviation is then: 

a 1! ~! +x~::~:)a,! +x,!(a; *(fi; -1)2 +(QI n)2
) 

This is the formula lor the absolute standard deviation of the investment portfolio containing proparty 

derivatives and a direct proparty portfolio. When we want the standard deviation expressed as a 

percentage of the amount invested we have to divide it by the amount invested. 

~(x,!+ x~ + 2xmxpd )a,!+ x,! (a,!* (ft; -1)2 + (Q I n)
2

) 

xinv 

Where: 

xm = weight of the direct proparty portfolio 

xpd = weight of the proparty derivatives 

a,! = Varianee of the proparty market 

p; = Beta of the direct property portfolio 

Q = Constant a 
n = Number of objecls in the portfolio 

Xinv = Amount of capital invested 

§ 3.8 Concluslon 

The risk can best be expressed by the probability of underperformance and by the standard deviation of 

the investment portfolio. The standard deviation of the investment portfolio depends on the holding 

period, market volatility, the Beta of the proparty portfolio, number of properties in property, the constant 

a and the weight of the proparty derivatives and the direct proparty portfolio in the investment portfolio. 

These input parameters are related to each other in the following way: 
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~(x! +x~ +2xmxpd)o-; +x!(o-; *(/31-1)2 +(Qin)2
) 

xinv 

With this formula it is possible to model the risk. The results of this modelling will be demonstraled by 

the use of a real life case in chapter six. 

In the next chapter the return will be decomposed and calculated. 
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Section 8; Chapter four; Return model 

§ 4.1 lntroducUon 

In this chapter the return is modelled of the investment portfolio. First will be determined which indicator 

will be used lor the return on the investment portfolio. Alter that the revenues and the casts of the direct 

proparty portfolio and the property derivatives will be discussed. All the factors that delermine the return 

will be shown in a schematic cash flow scheme at the end of the chapter foliowed by a conclusion. First 

an expression lor the return is determined. 

§ 4.2 Model output; Return expresslon 

§ 4.2.1 Introduetion 

In the delineation and definitions in chapter two was identified that the return is represented by the 

average annual return on the investment portfolio over the holding perioei of the proparty derivatives. 

The average annual return is measured because annual returns can ditter a lot over the different years 

of the holding period due to the timing of certain casts such as transaction casts. Showing the effect of 

adding proparty derivatives on the return of the investment portfolio in order to delermine whether to sell 

property derivatives or not requires a return indicator that shows the average return over the whole 

holding period. Since the deelsion is made lor the whole holding period and notlor one year. 

There are saveral ways to specity the investment portfolio's return. Two important ways are to calculate 

it's net present value(NPV) or the internal rate of return(IRR). These are mostly used to evaluate 

investment projects. 

§ 4.2.2 Net present value 

The net present value is the present value of all future income streams. The income stream is based on 

the investment portfolio. All the cash flows trom the investment portfolio, consisting of both !he property 

derivatives and the direct proparty portfolio, are discounted at a certain discount rate. The formula lor 

the NPV is shown below: 

NPV = :t ___S_ 
,=, (1 + r)' 

Where: 

C, = the cash flow at time t 

r = the discount rate. 

NPV =Net Present Value 

In the NPV model i1 is assumed that the cash treed trom the project, lor example cash gained in year 1 

while the total period is 10 years is reinvested at the discount rate. The higher the NPV is, the better the 

investment is. However the outcoma is totally dependent on the discount rate. The ranking of various 

investment projects also changes when the discount rate changes. Whenever the discount rate is higher 

the NPV of the project with more cashflows at the end of the timefine will decrease taster than NPV's of 

the other investment opportunities. 
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Besides that the discount rate is ditticuit to determine, it represents the risk of a project, the higher the 

risk the higher the discount rate. The combination of the dependency of the methad logether with !he 

difficulties in determining the discount rate Is the maln drawback of the method. 

§ 4.2 .3 lnternal rate of return(IRR) 

The IRR Is also calculated on the income stream of an investment. The internal rate of return Is that 

return over multiple periods so that the NPV is zero. The IRR is calculated as follows : 

n C 
Value at t0 = L 1 

,=• (1 + IRR)' 

The IRR cannot be solved analytically, lt can only be solved by an iterative process. Excel has an IRR 

lunetion that iteratively solves a stream of cash flows lor the IRR. 

The IRR assumes that the treed capitaJ can be reinvested at the IRR, In general it is not possible to 

reinvest the capita! at the IRR so the total rate of return will be in generallowar than the IRR. Thls Is also 

the reason that the NPV and the IRR methad can rank the same projects differently since the NPV 

reinvasts the capita! at the discount rate while the IRR methad reinvasts at the IRR rate. 

A methad that impraves on the IRR is the "modlfied" internal rate of return. This is explained below. 

§ 4.2.4 Modilied internal rate of return(MIRR) 

The modilied internal rate of return computes the IRR but has an explicit reinvestment rate assumption. 

The treed capita i is reinvested at this rate. 

The formula is shown below. 

MIRR = ( NPV ( reinvestmentrate, positivevalues) * (1 + reinvestmentrater )"~ 1 _ 1 
NPV(Financerate,negativevalues)*)l + financerate) 

§ 4.2.5 Conclusion 

In this study we will use the MIRR to maasure the return of the fnvestment portfolio. This because the 

IRR is most used in the financlal industry and easy to understand. The MIRR is an impravement on the 

IRR but as easy to understand. Furthermore does the NPV heavily depends with which discount rate the 

cash flows are discounted. A discount rate that is dependent on the risk of an investment. 

The MIRR is an easy to understand return maasurement which takes into account that the treed capita! 

is reinvestedat another rata as the IRR. Furthermore lt does nol require a hard to define discount rate in 

order to provide the return. 

In the next part will be discussed how to delermine the income stream, which cashflows do occur? The 

revenues and costs of the direct proparty portfolio and the proparty derivatives will be examined, first wlll 

be examined the direct proparty portfolio. 
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§ 4.3 Revenuea and coats direct proparty portfolio 

§ 4.3.1 Introduetion 

This paragraph delermines what the various revenues of a direct proparty portfolio are. In the previous 

chapter the standard deviation of the return of the direct proparty portfolio was divided into a market 

return and an excess return performance. They are discussed below. 

§ 4.3.2 Market return 

The market return can be divided into the elements capita! return and incame return. The market return 

is adding up the income and capita! return. In formula this looks as follows: 

lmr = mr; + mrcl 

Where: 

mr = Market return of the direct proparty portfolio 

mr; = Market incame return of the direct proparty portfolio 

mrc = Market capita! return of the direct proparty portfolio 

They are discussed below. 

Market income return 

The market incame return of the direct proparty portfolio is the rent receivable minus all the casts that 

are made which are direct1y attributable to dalivering the income stream, also called oparating casts. But 

this does not include the investment management casts or portfolio management casts which are all the 

casts involved with rnanaging the paper based assets. The return is expressed as a percentage of the 

total capita! deployed. In formula this looks as follows: 

lmr; =rent-oei 

Where: 

Rent = The rent of the direct proparty portfolio, represented by an annual cash flow, expressed as a 

percentage of the capita! invested in the direct proparty portfolio. 

Oe = The oparation casts of the direct proparty portfolio 

Main delerminaniS are the rent receivable and the oparating casts. The rent receivable is dependent on 

the properties of the space of the proparty and the space market condition(Wheaton, Dispasquale, 

1996). The oparating casts are expressed as a percentage of the rent. The casts are expenses lor 

maintenance, management and taxes. The management casts are usually expressed as a percentage 

of the rent. The taxes depend also on the rent and on the value of the property. 

Market capita! return 

For the market capital return the following IPO definition is used: 

''The capita! component of total return lor each monthly maasurement period is calculated net of all 

capita! investment within that pariod and is expressed as a percentage of the capita! 

employed. "(I PDGiobal.com) 

The capita! return is calculated as follows: 
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market return 

Where the elements that make up the capital return are: 

cdis =the capital disinvestment over the perlod. 

Cmv = the capHal investments over the periocl. 

V0 = the capita! value at the beginning of the perlod. 

The elements capital investments and disinvestments over the period occur infrequently and cannot be 

braken down further. The element capital value is determined by dividing the rent minus the depreciation 

by the yield. This is shown below: 

V: _ rent - depreciation 
o-

Yo 

Where: 

y0 = the yield at the beginning of the period. 

The rent is discussed above. The yield represents how much investors value a certain income stream. 

When the yield is high the income stream is valued low due to large risks involved. The yield depends 

on the risks that are perceived with the income stream such as possible rent decreases, capital 

depreciation or other proparty specific reasons. 

Resume 

The ligure below shows how the market return is divided into the various elements discussed above. 

This study will only focus on the capital return and the income return and will nat break these elements 

further down. This is because as we said in chapter one, lor each input variabie we willloak whether it's 

effect is nat toa large on the output of the model. lf the effect is toa large it will be braken down further 

into more elements. However since the effect of the marKet income return and the marKet capital return 

is relatively small it is nat necessary. Furthermore is it harder to delermine the various elements that 
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make up the capita! and tncome return than estimating the capita! and income return itself tor the input 

parameters. 

§ 4.3.3 Excess return 

The cash flows of the direct proparty portfolio are not only determined by the general market return of all 

proparty in a market The relativa performance of the portfolio with respect to the market logether with 

the market performance delermines the return and so the cash flows of the direct proparty portfolio. The 

market return and the excess return are added up to form the return of the direct proparty portfolio. See 

the formula below. 

Where: 

r; ~ lncome return of the direct proparty portfolio 

re ~ Capita! return of the direct proparty portfolio 

er; ~ Excess income return of the direct proparty portfolio 

er;, = Excess capital return of the direct proparty portfolio 

mr; ~ Market income return of the direct proparty portfolio 

mrc = Market capita! return of the direct proparty portfolio 

The excess return of a portfolio is determlned by supertor skilts of the management of the portfolio with 

respect to the market We distinguish three types of skilts portfolio management can have in order to 

outperform the market(Kalser, 2005). 

Market skilts 

These are the skilis of the management to select the rtght markets. In this study we distinguish markets 

by sector and country. lt is also called the Beta performance of the portfolio. Market skiffs improve both 

the income and capita! excess returns. For this study we will delermine the market skilis by adding a 

certain percentage to the market returns. This percentage is dependent on the management and differs 

per case. The market skilts component has the following effect on the excess income and capita! return 

of the direct proparty portfolio: 

Impact on the income return of the direct proparty portfolio: 

Ier; =m'i *(r+x-)1 
Where: 

er; = Excess income return of the direct proparty portfolio 

mr; = Market income return of the direct proparty portfolio 

K" = Market skilts component 

y = Impravement skilis component 
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Impact on the capita! return of the direct proparty portfolio: 

h" = r.: +r.: *(a+K)I 
Where: 

rcre ; Capita! return of the direct proparty portfolio 

r,_. ; Market capita! return of the direct proparty portfolio 

K ; Market skilts component 

a ; Selection skilts component 

Selection skilis 

These are the skilts of the management to select the right properties within a certain market lt is also 

called the alpha performance of the portfolio. The selection skilts imprave the excess capita! return. The 

selection skilis wilt be calculated by adding a percentage to the capita! return of the portfolio. This 

percentage is dependent on the management and diflers per case. 

Impact on the incorne return of the direct proparty portfolio: 

I 'i re = 'i + 'i * ( K +a) I 
Where: 

r;,.. ; lncome return of the direct proparty portfolio 

'i ; Market income return of the direct property portfolio 

a ; Selection skilts component 

K ; Market skilts component 

Impravement skilts 

These are the skilts of the management to imprave the properties. Since the lnvestor is the owner of the 

buildings and has lult control over them it is able to imprave the assets. Impravement skilts imprave the 

excess income return and is calculated by adding a percentage to the income return. 

I 'i re = 'i + 'i * ( K + r) I 
Where : 

'ire ; lncome return of the direct proparty portfolio 

'i ; Market income return of the direct proparty portfolio 

y ; Impravement skilis component 

K ; Market skilts component 

The input parameters in the model wilt be an Alpha, Beta and Gamma component that indicates the 

excess return of the direct proparty portfolio. These components diller per portfolio and have to be 

indicated by the user of the model. 
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§ 4.3.4 lnvestment management casts 

Besides revenues, whlch are positive cash flows, there are also casts, negative cashflows, of the direct 

proparty portfolio. Proparty related casts like maintenance casts and property management casts were 

already ldentified. However there are also casts on the lnvestment leveL One of these casts are the 

investment management costs(Robinson, Palmer, 2005). These are the casts that are involved with 

rnanaging paper based assets such as adminlstration casts and due diligence casts. They are 

expressed as a percentage of the total assets of the direct property portfolio and are nat further divided 

into determining elements. The investment management casts are taken into account annually. 

§ 4.3.5 Transaction casts 

These are the casts that have to be taken into account when buying and selling direct property. 

Acquisition casts consist of stamp duty, lees lor agents, solleitors and specialist surveys(Robinson, 

Palmer, 2005). EspeciaJiy when holding periods are short the acquisition castscan severely damage the 

returns. Property selling casts are casts like lees lor agents, they are paid when the proparty is sold. 

Proparty casts do nat have to be taken into account always when selling proparty derivatives, this 

depencis per situation. When a PIC is sotd and the proparty is bought especially lor selling these PIC's 

one has to take into account 1 00% of the transaction casts. When proparty derivatives are sold as an 

alternative lor selling direct proparty and buying it back later one does nat have to take transactions 

casts into account. When one buys proparty in order to keep it during two periods of selling proparty 

derivatives one does have to take 50% of the transaction casts into account. The table below provides 

an overview. 

Type of decision that is supported. Percentage 

Situation: 

An investor wants to sell PIC's lor the premium and buys direct proparty 

especially lor this purpose. 

Declsion: 100% 

He has to choose between this investment alternative and others, so he wants to 

know the total return and risk of this investment option. I I 
Situation: 

An investor wants to buy direct proparty to sell PIC's and to keep it in !heir 

portfolio. 

Declsion: 100"/oln 

He has to choose whether or not sell PIC's. 

Situation: 

An lnvestor is already In possession of direct proparty and expects a downturn in 

the market He wants to sell temporarily his exposure. 

Declsion: 100"/oln 

He has to choose between doing nothing and keeping the direct property and 

selling PIC's for the period. 
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In this study the transaction casts will be taken into account according to the decision the model has to 

support. Transaction casts will always occur at the startand end of a peri ad. 

§ 4.3.6 Conclusion 

The following input parameters delermine the cash flows of the direct proparty in the model. 

Casts 

Transaction casts 

lnvestment management casts 

Percentage of transaction casts taken into 

account. 

§ 4.4 Revenues and costs proparty derlvatlves 

§ 4.4.1 Introduetion 

Return 

Market income return 

Market capita! return 

Alpha component excess performance 

Beta component excess performance 

Gamma component excess performance 

The investment portfolio consists of the direct proparty portfolio and the financial obligations and 

benefits that are due to the selling of proparty derivatlves. These obligations and benefits wlll be 

discussed betow. The benefit of selling proparty derivatives is the premium that one receives while the 

obligations are the market return that has to be paid to the buyer of the proparty derivative. The 

premium tor the PIC and the proparty swap are first discussed. 

§ 4.4.2 Premium proparty derivatives 

lnvestors pay a premium tor proparty derivatives. For PIC's this premium is paid upfront. 11 is expressed 

as a percentage over the nomina! amount of PIC's bought ar sold. With swaps !he premiums are paid 

periodically over the LIBOR rate. In this model the LIBOR rata is swappad tor a fixed rata. In both cases 

the premiums are determined !he same way. The only ditterenee is that the PIC premiums are 

capitalized swap premiums. 

The premium is dependent on the market for proparty derivatives. When interviewing market 

partleipants it appeared !hal there are soma beliets that the premium depends on the following 

elements: 

• Short term expectance of the proparty market When investors believe that the proparty market 

wil! perfarm significantly better on the short term the premium on a proparty derivative will 

increase. This is because !he only way to profit trom this increase in return is by buying a 

proparty derivative, buying direct proparty would take to long. 

Long term expectations do not influence the premiums because investors are able to buy direct 

proparty in order to profit trom !he increase and do nol need proparty derivatives tor this. 

• The transaction casts of direct property: The higher !he transaction casts the more benefits 

proparty derivatives have with regard to !heir alternatlve, direct property. 

Besides these elements that delermine the premium that are identified by market partielpants there are 

saveral attempts to tormulale a model. These are discussed below. 

Soma literature is available on !he pricing of proparty derivatives. B]ork and Clapham(2002) argue that 

there should be no premium tor proparty derlvatives such as a swap or a PIC. They use the tollowing 

hypothetical case: 
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1. At 1=0 one promises to pay of the IPD returns at 1=1 ,2,3 and 4 tor a LIBOR interest at those 

times. In other words one sells the IPD-Ieg of a swap. 

2. At 1=0 one borrows 1 euro tor the LIBOR rata and invests it in the index. Due to this at 1=1 ,2,3 

and 4 one receives !he IPD return and has to pay the LJBOR rate. 

3. Due to selling the sold JPD leg one has to pay IPD and receives LIBOR. In total one has no net 

gains or lossas aftar 1=4 when there is no premium paid. 

Jf there was a premium received tor selling the IPD-Ieg one would receive a premium while nol bearing 

any risk, this would be arbitrage. 

Although it sounds right there are somestrong assumptions made. 

• First of all assumed it !hal it is possible to invest in the IPD index. This is not possible and to 

replicate it with direct or indirect proparty investments is nearly impossible. 

• Furthermore no default risk is assumed. Landing againsl the LIBOR rate is only tor default tree 

investors. They are non existent. 

• Third is assumed that the proparty derivatives market is a perfect competition market with 

plenty of sellers of proparty derivatives. This is nol true, mainly due to the difficulties of 

replicating the JPD returns only very tew investors offer proparty derivatives. 

Palei and Pereira(2006) improve on the model by taking into account credit risk. They find !hal the fair 

spread increases with a Jonger holding period and increases whenever the counterparty has a Jower 

credit rating. The chance of default increases due to these factors. Also the fair spread increases 

whenever the underlying index is more volatile. This is because the consequences of a default are then 

worse. 

Baum et al(2006) acknowledge that there are soma proparty spacific problems to the swap that make 

the pricing deviate trom an equity index based swap. They acknowledge that the tracking error risk, or 

the basis risk or !he impossibility of replicating the index, is one aspect that clearly deviates trom the 

equity based index swap. This is due to index linked problems such as smoothing and due to the high 

transaction costs of proparty so that it is nol possible to ereale a replicating portfolio on short term, lisled 

indirect investments are not suitable due to investor sentiment. 

We have seen that some elements are identified that delermine the premium by market participants and 

by the literature. Even soma qualilalive relations have been identlfied, however no quantitative relations 

so we cannot break the proparty derivatives premium further down tor this model. We will use the 

premium as such as input parameter. 

§ 4.4.3 Market liability 

The costs of the proparty derivatives are !he same as the market returns, si nee the IPD index represents 

the market returns. There are soma minor ditterences due to the smoothing effect and the 

representativeness bias discussed before. The market income return and the market capita! return has 

to be paid per annum to the buyer of the proparty derivative. As we have seen above the market returns 

are not broken down into multiple elementsin this model because of the arguments provided above. 
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§ 4.4.4 Conclusion 

The following input parameters determine the cashflows of the direct proparty in the model. 

Costs Return 

Market income liablllty Proparty derivatives premium 

Market capltalliabllity Flxed LIBOR rata 

§ 4.5 Cash flow scheme 

Expected return investment portfolio 
(Modified lntemal rata of return over cash flows) 

Cash flows direct proparty portfolio 

Transaction 
costs 

Marl<et 
capitalretum 

Market 
income 

Pereenlage of coverage 
lr811Sac1ion COSIS 

lnveslment 
management cosiS 
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All the cash flows are shown below in the table lor a maturity of X years. 

Instrument Costiravenue Year 1 Year2 Year3 YearX 

Direct RE lncome return x x i x x 

Capital return --j y 

lnvestment management costs z z z z 
·--

Transaction costs 

--
PIC Premium 

Market income liabillty 
I 

Market capitalliability 

I 
Swap Premium I 

Market income llabllity 
F--- ---, -----t------Market capital liability - ----

Rxed LIBOR rate I 1--· 

I ' Total Net X+y-z 

MIRR J 

Because the Swap and the PIC have a different cast and revenue structure they are separately 

discussed in the model. 

The model supports all holding periods lor up to a holding period of 1 0 year. Ten year is chosen 

because this was thought to be the maximum period a PIC's or swap would be traded lor. The model 

can be extended if it appears to be that the maturity of the proparty derivatives is aften more then 1 0 

year. 

§ 4.8 Concluslon 

The return will be expressed by calculating the modilied internal rate of return over the cash fiows. Th is 

because it is most easy to interpret lor the users of the model, the investor, and it most accurately 

refiects the return of the investment portfolio. 

For each element that determines the return of the investment portfolio we have checked whether it was 

possibie to further decompose it into more eiemen1s, and if so if there was a known quantitative relation 

between the elements. if this was the case then it was decomposed if not than the element was not 

decomposed and used as an input parameter lor the model. 

The methad ensured that the following elements that determine the return of the investment portfolio are 

the input parameters of the model: market capita! return, market income return, alpha, beta, gamma 

component, transaction casts, investment management casts, premium, market income iiability and 

market capitai liability. 

In the next chapter the model wil i be tested. 
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Section C; Chapter five; Model test 

§ 5.1 Introduetion 

This chapter provides a test of the model. The model is tested lor how sensitive the model output is lor 

the single input parameters. Right now there is no empirica! data available of the risk and return of an 

investment portfolio with proparty derlvatives. However whenever this data is available it is possible to 

test whether the risk and return match with the empirica! evidence. But till then it is nol possible to test 

this and soit will nol be tested. The correctnessof the calculations has been checked by Prof.dr.ir. Van 

Berkum , professor in stalistics at Eindhoven, Univarsity of Technology. 

lt is important to test the sensitivity of the outcome in order to detennine which parameters should be 

antered most carefully when using the model lor the reallife case and to delermine whether the model is 

flawed and has no value. Whenever the model is dependent on one parameter which is hard to estimate 

the model has limited value. 

A sensitivity test looks alter the effect of a large change in the input parameters of the model on the 

output of the model. The output of the model is the retation between adding property derivatives and the 

risk and return of the investment portfolio. This is nol to confuse with scenario testing which are tests 

where all the input parameters are set so that a certain scenario is simulated. These scenario's are 

normally extreme circumstances that can occur such as a property market breakdown. 

First the methodology wilt be explained, then the standards, minima and maxima foliowed by the results 

and a conclusion. 

§ 5.2 Methodology 

The methodology is as follows. 

1. First the standard value of each parameter is set. This is the value that wilt be used lor other 

parameters when the tested parameter values will be altered. 

2. Then lor each parameter that will be tested on sensitivity a maximum and minimum value will 

be set. These wtll be set in such a way that they can be compared over different parameters, 

lor example the standard plus X% of the standard as a maximum. 

3. For each value of the parameter, with reasonable intervals, the relation between adding PIC's 

and the risk and return of the investment portfolio is calculated by calculating the risk and 

return lor each percentage of added PIC's, within reasonable intervals. These calculations are 

performed by macro's, these are providedon the CD. 

4. The data is graphed and two indicators of the retation are calculated: 

• The correlation of the investigated relations(between adding PIC's and the risk 

and return) lor various values of the tested parameter. 

• The range of the return and risk indicators lor the extreme values of the tested 

parameter. 

The correlation shows whether the kind of retation remains the same. Whenever two relations 

show no correlation then the retation is completely different. Whenever the correlation is perfect 

then the magnitude of the retation can differ. For example the following arrays are perfectly 

correlated but differ in magnitude: (1 ,3,5,7,5,3)(1 ,2,3,4,3,2) 

In order to describe the magnitude the range is calculated, the range of the highest and lowest 

value, in this case the ranges are 7-1 = 6 and 4-1 = 3. 

First the standards, minima and maxima are determined lor the parameters. 
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§ 5.3 Standerds, minima and maxima 
The standerd values of the parameters are the values that are most likely to occur. They are determined 

by research and judgmentally. By determining the standerd values is assumed that the proparty portfolio 

is a Dutch all proparty portfolio and that the proparty derivatlves are over the Dutch all property market 

In order to be able to campare the ranges with each other the minima and maxima are set to plus and 

minus 200% of the standerd. 

The tabla below shows the input parameters. 

Parameter standerd minimum maximum 

Return; market lncome 6.50% 0% 19.50% 

Return; market capita! 4.60% -4.60% 13.80% 

Return; excess alpha 0.20 -0.20 0.60 

Return; excess beta 0 -0.40 0.40 

Return; excess gamma 0 -0.40 0.40 

Casts; investment management casts 0.80% 0% 2.40% 

Casts; acquisitlon casts 6% 0% 18% 

Casts; selllng casts 2% 0% 6% 

Accounting per1od transaction casts 4yr 1yr 10yr 

Annual premium of PIC 2% -2% 6% 

Maturity of PIC 4 yr 1yr 10yr 

Standerd deviation market 5% 0% 15% 

Beta of direct proparty portfolio 0.75 0.25 1 

Number of objects In portfolio 8 1 20 

Below wil I be explained per parameter how the standerd, minimaand maxima are determined. 

§ 5.3.1 Return; market income and capita! 

The future market income and capital return can be determined by using an ex post examination of the 

market income and capital return and assume the same performance in the near futura. Although history 

might nat repeet itself it is the most reliable and convenient indicator we have right now. Further more 

existing foracast models proveto be nat very accurate(Matysiak et al.,2005). 

The Dutch market shows an average income return of 6.5% per annum over the last 11 years. The 

capita! return is on average 4.6% per annum(IPDIROZ, 2006). These are used as standerds. The 

minima and maxima are set per parameter by adding and subtracting 200% times the standerd. 

However when this is nat possible, tor instanee a nagalive income return is nat possible, 0% is taken as 

minimum. This to ensure the model will nat produce erroneous results. 

§ 5.3.2 Return; excess alpha, beta and gamma 

These values solely depend on the specific direct property portfolio of the investor, on average there is 

na out-performance of the market, this is because the average is the market However we assume that 
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the investor who uses proparty derivatives is a professional investor which is assumed to outperferm the 

market 

Whether one outperforms on the alpha, beta or gamma depends on the strategy of the investor. lf the 

strategy is based on stock picking then the alpha will be larger. Whenever the strategy is based on 

selecting the most profitable markets the beta will be larger. lf the strategy is based on improving owned 

assets the gamma will be larger. lt is assumed that the investors' strategy is based on picking the best 

assets in the market; an alpha strategy. lt is set to 0.20 so that the excess performance is about 1%. 

§ 5.3.3 Costs; investment management costs, acquisition and selling costs 

The investment management costs are quite common for investment funds. Research (Robinson, 

Palmer, 2005) has shown that on average the annual investment management costs are 0.80%. 

The minimum is 0% since it can't be lower and the maximum is the standard plus 200%, 2.40% per 

annum. The acquisition and selling costs of direct proparty are the same for all proparty and depend per 

country. 

In the Netherlands acquisition costs amount up to 6% of the purchase price of proparty, mainly due to 

stamp duty. Selling costs amount up to 2% of the selling price. The minima are 0% since this cannot be 

lower and maxima are the standard plus 200%, is 18% and 6%. 

§ 5.3.4 Percentage covered transaction costs, maturity, annual premium PIC. 

The percentage of the transaction costs that has to be taken into account in the calculation of the risk 

and return depends on the deelsion that has to be supported by the model. See chapter tour. 

We assume here that the direct proparty was already in possession and that the investor wants to 

compare whether selling PIC's is more prolilabie than not selling PIC's and notallering the portfolio. 

We assume that the investor keeps his direct proparty portfolio for 10 years. This means that the 

transaction costs that have to be covered are only depanding on the maturity of the PIC. 

Whenever the maturity is X year, the percentage of transaction costs that has to be covered is the 

maturity/10 years • 100%. We assume the maturity to be 4 yrs so that 40% of the transaction costs have 

to be taken into account. 

The annual premium of the PIC is dependent on saveral factors like short term performance 

expectations of the market However there is no evidence on the relations and so the premium cannot 

be constructed for the futura. 

Thereby the market does notknowhow to price it so premiums heavily fluctuate apparentJy at random. 

That's why we use the average premium that is paid for PIC's in the past. An ex post approach. This 

premium is around 2% per annum as appeared in the interviews. The minimum and maximum is minus 

and plus 200% of the standard. 

§ 5.3.5 Risk; market risk, beta, number of objects 

The best estimate available is the standard deviation of the past, tor the Dutch market this is 5%(NBN, 

2004). The minimum and maximum are minus and plus 200% with the minimum set to 0%. 

The beta of the portfolio is settoa standard of 0.75. This is done because of the following reasons: 

• First of all it is the absolute deviation of the Beta trom one that counts, since the Beta in the risk 

formula is implemenled in the following way: 
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• Research of Byrne and Lee(2001) shows that on average the absolute deviation trom the 

various sectors trom Beta to one is 0.15. However these are whole sector portfolio's and thus 

quite similar to !he market which has a Beta of 1. 

• This is corrected arbitrarily to 0.25 to account for the tact that the average portfolio will nol 

resembie the market that well as a whole sector. 

The minimum is lhan set to a absolute deviation of 0.25 plus 200% times the absolute davlation is 0.75. 

This means a Beta of 0.25 or 1.75. The maximum is a absolute deviation of 0, !hls means a Beta of 1. 

The number of assets in !he portfolio depends per portfolio. We assume a portfolio of 8 different assets 

with a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 20. 

§ 5.4 Resulta 

Each parameter can have effect on the following relations. 

• The relation between selllng proparty derivatives on the portfolio and !he return of the total 

investment portfolio. 

• The relation between selling proparty derivatives on the portfolio and !he volatility of !he total 

investment portfolio. 

The relation risk - selling proparty derivatives will nol be separately covered because the risk is made 

up of the components volatility and return(see §3.2.8). So it does not add anything new. Per relation will 

be shown what the sensitivity of the rasuit is for each of the parameters. 

§ 5.4.1 Relation selling proparty derivatives - return 

When all !he values are the standard values the relation looks as follows when selling PIC's: 
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When all the values are the standard values the relation looks as follows when swapping the IPD return: 
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Tab/e seven; 
Correlations 

;ensitivity tests 

Graph one above shows that the modified internat rata of return or the "return" of the investment 

portfolio increases when selling more PIC's on the portfolio. The relation is expressed and graphad as 

the extra return with regard to not selling any PIC's. For example when selling 60% of the nomina! value 

of the direct proparty portfolio as PIC's the return of the total investment portfolio increases with 1% per 

year. Graph two above shows that the expected modilied Internat rata of return decreasas when 

swapping the IPD returns lor a LIBOR rata. All the parameter values ware changed according to the 

methodology described above. 

lt appeared that the shape of the line did not alter much by changing the values tor the various 

parameters. The minimum and maximum lines lor the market income are drawn below to show, as a 

typical example that the shape does not change. 
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11 the shape of the line does not alter the correlation between the lines is one. That the relations do not 

change is shown below in the table where the various correlations of the relations with different values 

lor the parameters are presented. 

Correlatlon 

Parameter Standard -200o/ol Standard -lstandard - Standard -lstandard .. Standard -t100o/o-

standard -100% 100% 100'l'o lstandard -t 200% 

Marl<et income I 1 1 1 
Excess alpha -1 1 1 1 
Excess beta -1 1 1 1 
Excess gamma 1 1 1 1 
lnvestmen1 costs I 1 1 -1 
Acquis~ion costs I 1 1 -1 
Premium -1 1 1 1 
Percentage I 1 1 -1 
coverage 

All the correlations are 1 or -1. Whenever the correlation is -1, the relation inverses. However the 

inversed shape remains similar. An example is shown below. 

This is the relation of the excess beta performance. lt shows that the relation changes when the direct 

proparty portfolio outperfarms the market more. 
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Due to underperformance of the direct proparty portfolio with a excess beta of -0.20 the relation inverses. 

Inslead of a positive effect of selling PIC's on the return of !he total investment portfolio there is a 

negative effect. 

Although the relation is inverted !he shape remains the same. But we have seen !hal !he magnitude 

does change. The magnitude per parameter is expressed in !he range of returns per % of sold PIC's. 

We have chosen to look at the range of returns of !he different values when 80% of the value of the 

direct proparty portfolio is sold as PIC's. Whenever !he range is large !he return is sensitive to the 

parameter. The table below shows the 80% ranges tor all the parameters. A complete record of the data 

is providedon the CD. 

Range 

Parameter Standard -1 00% Standard + 1 00% Range Relativa 

value 

Market income 2,76% 2,37% 0,40% 8 

Excess alpha 2,30% 3,75% 1,46% 7 

Excess beta -0,30% 5,76% 6,06% 2 

Excess gamma 0,90% 4,n% 3,87% 3 

fnvestment costs 3,37% 1,23% 2,13% 6 

Acquisition costs 3,81% 0,93% 2,87% 5 

Premium -1,47% 8,10% 9,57% 1 

Percentage coverage 4,12% 0,62% 3,50% 4 

The table shows soma remarkable results. 

The market income is nol relevant tor the relationship, the PIC premium however is most relevant. 

Furthermore the excess Beta and gamma are relevant and the percentage coverage have a relatively 

large effect on the return. 

The ranges show that nol one parameter does delermine the return by ils own. The sensitivity is quite 

well distributed along the parameters. The largast influence is the premium which range is roughly 30% 

of I he total range. 

§ 5.4.2 Relation selling proparty derivatives- standard deviation 

When all the values are the standard values the relation tor selling PIC's looks as follows: 
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When all the values are !he standard values !he relation looks as follows when swapping !he IPD return: 
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The standard deviation of the portfolio increases when selling more PIC's on !he portfolio. The relation is 

expressed as the increased standard deviation with regard to nol selling any PIC's. For exarnple when 

selling 60% of the nomina! value of the direct proparty portfolio as PIC's the standard deviation of the 

total investment portfolio increases with 0.30%. 

All the parameter values were changed according to the methodology described above. The data are 

provided on !he CD. 11 appeared that !he shape of !he line did nol alter much by changing the values lor 

!he various parameters. All !he correlations were one. But that the magnitude does change. The 

magnitude per parameter is expressed in the range of standard deviation per% of sold PIC's. 

We have chosen to look at !he range of standard deviations of !he different values when llO% of !he 

value of the direct proparty portfolio is sold as PIC's. Whenever !he range is large !he return is sensitive 

to !he parameter. 

The table below shows the 80% ranges lor all the parameters. A complete record of !he data is provided 

on !he CD. 

Range 

Parameter Standarel -100% Standard + 1 00% Range Relativa value 

Market standard deviation 1,98% 10,07% 8,10% 2 

Bet a 10,20% 1,78% 8,42% 1 

Number of objects -3,36% -3,46% 0,10% 3-4 

Constant a 0,33% 0,43% 0,10% 3-4 

The table shows that !he Beta is a very important indicator of the risk of the total investment portfolio 

while !he diversification level is only of limited interest, this is remarkable. 
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The ranges show that not one parameter does delermine the return by its own however ttle Beta is a 

very important parameter. The ranges are shown below in the graph. 
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§ 5.5 Concluslons senshlvlty test 

The conclusions are that the return is not dependent on one parameter but its sensitivity is tairty well 

distributed over the parameters. Most important is the premium on the PIC and the excess beta 

performance of the investor. 

For the standard deviation the Betais most important by far, foliowed by the market standard deviation. 

The level of diversification is of less importance. However whenever the portfolio is more diversified the 

Beta might be closer to one. So there might be an indirect dlversification effect. 
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Section C; Chapter six; cases 

§ 6.1 Introduetion 

In this chapter some cases are provided that show how the model can be used to support decisions 

about proparty derivatives. These cases are based on real life situations where the mode.~ is already 

used in practica and hypothetical cases that show the wide set of applications tor the model. 

There is a real life case and a hypothetical case. 

• The reallife case is a situatlon where an investor wants to use the PIC's as a way of financing. 

• The hypothetical case is an lnvestor who wants to magnify the returns of his well pertorming 

but badly dlversified portfolio by the u se of selling proparty derivatives. 

For each case the context, the input parameters, the results and the conclusions are discussed. 

§ 6.2 case one; based on a realllfe sltuatlon 

§ 6.2.1 Context 

The con1ext is as follows. lnvestor X is an institutional investor located in the Netherlands. He has no 

direct proparty at the moment. The investor wants to buy a Dutch direct proparty portfolio. 

This proparty portfolio is diversified over the Du1ch mar!<:et, the investor believes that the portfolio 

contains the bestassets in the market and expects an out performance by the proparty portfc11io. 

The reason why the investor wants to sell PIC's is that he lacks the capital to buy the whole portfolio, he 

can only afford half of it but does want to buy it now. Especially in the current crowded investment 

proparty mar!<:et. He wants to sell PIC's in order to gain capita! upfron1 to buy the direct property portfolio. 

The lnvestor X wants to know what the effect is of selling PIC's on the investment portfolio. The 

investment portfolio contains the acquired direct proparty portfolio and the liabilities of the sold PIC's. He 

is especially interestad what the effect is when 50% of the value of the direct proparty portfolio is sold as 

PIC's. What is the ditterenee when the portfolio would be bought with equity? 

So the model has to show what the effect is of selling 50% of the PIC's with respect to not selling any 

PIC's on the portfolio and buying it with equity. This effect is represented by the chang•:t in return, 

volatility and risk of the portfolio when selling more PIC's with respect to buying the portfolio with all 

equity. 

First the parameters tor the model are determined, then the results are shown and condudecl is whether 

the insights are useful. 

§ 6.2.2 Parameters 

Market income and caoital return. 

The PIC's arebasedon the Du1ch proparty market and the proparty portfolio is based in the Netherlands. 

lnvestor X had no specific idea about the future market income and capita! returns. 

Since there is no specific idea abou1 the future performance of the mar!<:et the best indicator might be 

the past performance. The sameindicator we used when testing on sensitivlty. 

The past performance of the mar!<:et is according to the IPD/ROZ over the period 1994-2005 on average 

an income return of 6.5% and a capita! return of 4.6%(1PD/ROZ, 2005). 

Excess alpha. beta and gamma return 

The strategy of investor X with respect to the direct proparty portfolio is as follows: 
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• Only in the Dutch proparty market is invested. 

• The portfolio is diversified over the market 

• The main goal is toselect the best objects in the market 

An out performance of the portfolio is expected. 

lt is unlikely that there will be gamma or beta out performance since no special attention has been given 

to the asset management and the portfolio is wholly diversified over the Dutch market 

The out performance that is expected is most likely an alpha outperformance, created by picking the 

bestassets which imprave most in value. The investor sets the alpha component to 0.20 so that the out 

performance on ca pi tal income is 1%. 

Costs: investment management costs. acguisition costs and selling costs 

The investment management costs differ per investor, since investor X did nol specity it's investment 

management costs we couid assume that they would equal a nonna! fund's investment management 

costs. 

Based on research this is set to 0.80% per annum(Robinson, Palmer, 2005). The acquisition costs and 

selling costs are dependent in which market the direct proparty portfolio is bought and sold, in this case 

it is the Dutch market The acquisition and selling costs of direct proparty lor the Dutch market are 6% 

and respectively 2%. 

Maturitv PIC. percentace coverage transaction costs. reinvestment rate 

The reason lor selling the PIC's is that the investor wants to buy the direct proparty portfolio but does 

nol have the money lor it. He expects that in four years he will be able to finance the portfolio with all 

equity. So the maturity of the PIC is set to four years. 

The percentage of transaction costs that had to be covered was not of importance lor the decision. This 

is because the model is used to show the difference between financing the portfolio with all equity or 

with PIC's. In both cases investor X has to pay transaction costs. So lor the dilterenee it is of zero 

influence. For the total return and risk of the portfolio it does make a difference. For the difference it 

does not. Although it makes no ditterenee we have to use soma number. In this case we use 0% 

The reinvestment rata is set by the investor to 10%, this is basedon the average investment rata of the 

investor. 

Premium PIC 

The premium differs per situation. lt depends on the expected short tenn market conditions, the 

transaction costs of direct proparty and the way of offering them on the market However as we have 

seen there are no ways to model the price yet. 

The recent experiences of PIC prices in the UK are that 2.75% per annum is paid as a premium . 11 is 

acknowledged by market partleipants that these prices may be irrationally high. Since there is no 

expected short term down or upturn of the market prices wil I probably be around the average of the UK 

market of the past 5 years. This is about 1.75% per annum. But the only way we truly find out what the 

premium will be is when selling the PIC's on the Dutch market 

Standard deviation market. Beta of prooertv portfolio and number of objects 

The number of objects in the portfolio was easy to detennine, this was over 20 objects. The standard 

davlation of the market in the future however was more difficult to determine. 
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Table11; 
Input parameters 

caseone 

Since the investor did nol have a specific view of the standard deviation we use the same standard 

davlation as in the tests whlch is based on an ex post observation of the standard deviation of the Dutch 

market over the last 11 years. This is 5%(Vastgoedwijzer, 2004). 

The Beta of the proparty portfolio depends per portfolio. Due to the !act that the portfolio is diversified 

over the Dutch market the Beta will resembie 1. Based on saveral characteristics of the portfolio like 

lease lengths and the vacancy rate we estimate the Beta of the portfolio on 0.90. 

All the parameters are shown below in !he table. 

Parameter Value 

Return; market income 6.50% 

Return; market capital 4.60% 

Return; excess alpha 0.20 

Return; excess beta 0 

Return; excess gamma 0 

Costs; investment management casts 0.80% 

Costs; acquisition casts 6% 

Costs; selling casts 2% 

Gaverage transaction casts 0% 

Annual premium of PIC 1.75% 

Maturity of PIC 4 yr 

Reinvestment rate 10% 

Standard deviation market 5% 

Beta of direct property portlelie 0.9 

Number of objects in portlelie 20 

§ 6.2.3 Results 

This results in three relations. 

• The relation adding PIC's and the return of the investment portfolio. 

• The relation adding PIC's and the standard deviation of the investment portfolio. 

• The relatlon adding PIC's and the risk of the investment portfolio, risk expressed as the 

probability of underperformance. 

lt would be enough to campare the situation when 50% of the value of the portfolio is sold as PIC's to 

provide the investor with a valuable insight. However the whole relation is shown because it provides 

more insight in the working of PIC's. 
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First the effect on the return and the standard davlation is shown. 
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The standard deviation and the return of the portfolio increases when selling more PIC's. The return and 

standard deviation increase quicker when more PIC's are sold . 

The effect on the risk of the portfolio is shown below: 
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Chance that return Is below 5% 

Due to the fact that the return is increasing relatively taster than the standard devlation of the investment 

portfolio the chance that the return will be lower than 5% is decreasing until 78% of the direct proparty 

portfolio is sold as PIC's . 

Below the main sensitivities of the results will be shown. 

Sensitivity different beta's for the relation 
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§ 6.2.4 Conclusions 

The standard deviation and the return both increase when selling more PIC's on the direct proparty 

portfolio. However the probability of a return below 5% decreasas when selling more PIC's. 

Whenever the portfolio is bought with 50% of the value sold as PIC's the return and standard deviation 

increase with respectively 1% and 0.5%. This change doesnotalter the riskfreturn characteristics of the 

investment dramatically. However the investor has to take into account increased sensitivity of the 

returns to under and outperformance of the direct proparty portfolio during the maturity of the PIC. Also 

he has to take into account that the relation changes a lot when the premiums are different then 

expected. 

Whenever the investor thinks of selling even more than 50% as PIC's then 80% of selling PIC's would 

optimize the ratio return/risk. 
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§ 6.3 Case two; hypothetlcal 

§ 6.3.1 Context 

The context is as fellows. lnvestor Y is an instltutlonal investor located in !he Netherlands. He already 

has a direct proparty portfolio at !he moment. This proparty portfolio is focused on the Dutch office 

market The investor has a special focus on the asset management of the offices and believes that the 

office market will outperfarm the Dutch all proparty market He plans to keep the portfolio tor over 10 

years and already has it tor 4 years. The portfolio consists of onty three large propertJes. Due to the 

excellent asset management the portfolio is not sensitlve to the market, the vacancy rate is low and the 

buildings are in good condition. 

The reason why the investor wants to sell PIC's is that he thinks it is a way to imprave the risk/return 

profile of the investment portfolio. He wants to know what the optima! amount of PIC's is to sell. So the 

model has to show what the optima! amount of PIC's Is to sell in order to gain the best return/risk profile. 

First the parameters tor the model are determined, !hen !he results are shown and concluded is whether 

the insights are useful. 

§ 6.3.2 Parameters 

Market income and caoital return. 

The PIC's are based on the Dutch proparty market and the proparty portfolio is based in the Netherlands. 

lnvestor Y had the idea that market would nol perfarm that wel!. 

They thought that on average the market income would be 5% over the next 4 years and the market 

capita! return would be 4,3%. 

Excess alpha. beta and gamma return 

The strategy of investor Y with respect to the direct proparty portfolio is as fellows: 

• Only in the Dutch office sector is invested. 

The portfolio Is thus focused on the office sector, which is expected to outperfarm the market 

• The main goal is to imprave the cashflows trom the objects in the portfolio. 

Overall the lnvestor expects a large outperformance. This would be due to the tact that the office market 

perfarms better than the overall market and the excellent asset management. 

This means that there is a Beta and Gamma out performance. The investor estlmates a Gamma out 

performance of 20% on the returns of the portfolio. For example inslead of 5% a 5%.120% = 6% return . 

Furthermore is an outperformance of 20% on the Beta component expected. 

Casts; investment manaaement casts. acgulsition costs and selling casts 

The investment management casts ditter per investor, the average is, as we saw before, 0.80"/o. The 

casts of investor Y are slightly higher due to the tact that the three propertJes are located lar trom each 

other. The annual investment management casts are 1%. The acquisition and selling casts of direct 

proparty tor the Dutch market are 6% and respectlvely 2%. 

Matudtv PIC. percentage coverace transaction casts. reinvestment rate 
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Table 12; 
Input parameters 

case two 

The reason lor selling the PIC's is that the investor wants to imprave it's riskfreturn profile of the 

investment portfolio. The maturity of the PIC wilt be that maturity which provides the optlmal riskfreturn 

profile . We start with the maturity of 6 years. 

The transaction costs that have to be covered are the percentage time of the proparty derivatives with 

regard to the total ownership of the direct proparty portfolio. For si x years this is 6year/ 10 year is 60%. 

For a live year maturity this is 50%. The reinvestment rata is set by the investor to 1 0%, this is based on 

the average investment rata of the investor. 

Premium PIC 

The premium differs per situation. 1t depends on the expected short term market conditions, the 

transaction costs of direct proparty and the way of offering them on the market. However as we have 

seen there are no ways to model the price yet. 

The recent experiences of PIC prices in the UK are that 2.75% per annum is paid as a premium . lt is 

acknowiedged by market participants that these prices may be irrationally high. Since there is no 

expected short term down or upturn of the market prices will probably be around the average of the UK 

market of the past 5 years. This is about 1.75% per annum. But the only way we truly find out what the 

premium wlll be is when seUing the PIC's on the Dutch market 

Standard deviation market Beta of prooorty portfolio and number of objects 

The number of objects in the portfolio was easy to determine, three objects. The standard deviation of 

the market in the future however was more difflcult to determine. 

Since the investor did not have a specific view of the standard deviation we use the same standard 

deviation as in the tests which is based on an ex post observation of the standard deviation of the Dutch 

market over the last 11 years. This is 5%(Vastgoedwijzer, 2004). 

The Beta of the proparty portfolio depends per portfolio. Due to the fact that the portfolio is badly 

diversified over the Dutch market and it is in a very good condition so that market conditions do not 

influence the performance the Beta will be relatively low. A Beta of 0.30 is expected. 

All the parameters are shown below in the tabla. 

Parameter Value 

Return; marl<et income 5.00% 

Return; marllet cap~at 4.60% 

Return; excess alpha 0 

Return; excess beta 0.20 

Return; excess gamma 0.20 

Costs; investment management costs 1.0% 

Costs; acquisition costs 6% 

Costs; selling costs 2% 

Coverage transaction costs 60% 

Annual premium of PIC 1.75% 

Maturity of PIC 6yr 

Standard deviation marl<et 5% 

Beta of direct property portfolio 0.3 

Number of objects in portfolio 3 
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§ 6.3.3 Results 

This results in three relations. 

• The relation adding PIC's and the return of the investment portfolio. 

• The relation adding PIC's and the standard deviation of the investment portfolio. 

• The relation adding PIC's and the risk of the investment portfolio, risk expressed as the 

probability of underperformance. 

We are interestad in the effect of selling PIC's on the riskfreturn profile. This is lor different maturities 

with a maximum of a maturity of six years. 

First the effect on the return and the standard deviatlon is shown. 
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The standard deviation and the return of the portfolio increases when selling more PIC's. The return and 

standard deviation increase quicker when more PIC's are sold. 

The effect on the risk of the portfolio is shown below: 
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Chance that return Is below 5% 

Due to the tact that the standard deviation is increasing relatively laster than the return of the investment 

portfolio the chance that the return wiJl be lower than 5% is increasing with a taster slope when more of 
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Graph 14; 
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Graph 15; 
Sensitivity of the 
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the direct proparty portfolio is sold as PIC's. The !act tllat it is increasing is probably due to the !act that 

the portfolio is badly diversified and has a low Beta. 

Below the main sensitivities of !he results will be shown. Sensitivity different out performance beta's lor 

the relation: 
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§ 6.3.4 Conclusions 
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The standard deviation and the return bath increase when selling more PIC's on the direct proparty 

portfolio. However the probability of a return below 5% increases when selling more PIC's. This is due to 
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the fact that the portfolio is insensitive to market movements and is undiversified. So it has a low beta 

and a low n, the basis risk will be high. 

An impravement of the ratio return/risk while selling more PIC's depends on the premium . With an 

expected premium of 1.75% per annum, as expected by the investor, the ration only impraves alter 

selling more than 80% of his portfolio as PIC's. 

§ 6.4 Case three; hypothetlcal 

§ 6.4.1 Context 

The context is as follows. lnvestor Z is an institutional investor located in the Nether1ands. He already 

has a direct proparty portfolio at the moment. Thls property portfolio is focused on the Dutch market He 

plans to keep the portfolio lor over 1 0 years and al ready has it lor 2 years. The portfolio is well 

diversified and consists of over 20 properties . The investor does not expect any out performance of the 

market of his direct property portfolio. 

The reason why the investor wants to swap IPD returns lor the LIBOR rate is that he expects a 

downturn in the Dutch all proparty market However alter 5 years he expects an upturn and he would 

like to keep his direct proparty to profit from this upturn. He wants to know what the risk return profile is 

for various percentages of swapped IPD returns of the investment portfolio. So the model has to show 

what the effect is of swapping IPD returns 

First the parameters for the model are determined, then the results are shown and conduded Is whether 

the insights are useful. 

§ 6.4.2 Parameters 

Market income and caoital return. 

The swap is based on the Dutch property market and the proparty portfolio is based in the Nether1ands. 

lnvestor Z had the idea that market would not perfarm that weU. 

They thought that on average the market income would be 5% over the next 4 years and the market 

capita! return would be 4%. 

Excess alpha. beta and gamma return 

lt is not expected that the direct proparty portfolio will out or underperform to the market 

Costs ; investment management costs. acguisition costs and selling costs 

The investment rnanagernent costs dilter per investor, the average is, as has been seen before, 0.80%, 

which will be used in this case. The acquisition and selling costs of direct proparty for the Dutch market 

are 6% and respactively 2"/o. 

Maturity PIC. percentage coverage transaction costs. reinvestment rata 

The reason for swapping the IPD returns is that the investor wants to hedge it's portfolio to an expected 

downturn in the proparty market The maturity of the swap will be as long as the expected downturn in 

the market, which is 5 years. 

The transaction costs that have to be covered are the percentage time of the proparty derivatives with 

regard to the total ownership of the direct property portfolio. For a five year maturity this is 50%. The 
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Table 13; 
Input parameters 

case three 

reinvestment rate is set by the investor to 10%, this Is based on the average investment rata of the 

investor. 

Premium swap 

The premium differs per sl1uatlon. 11 depamis on the expected short term market conditlons, the 

transaction costs of direct property and the way of offering them on the market However as has been 

seen betere, there are no ways to model the prlce yet 

The recent experiences of swap prices in the UK are that 2.75% per annum is paid as a premium. lt is 

acknowledged by market participants that these prices may be irralionally high. Since there is no 

expected short term down or upturn of the market prlces will probably be around the average of the UK 

market of the past 5 years. This is about 1.75% per annum. But the only way we truly find out what the 

premium will be is when swapping on the Dutch market 

Standard deviation market Beta of prooerty portfolio and number of objects 

Since the investor dld nol have a speciflc view of the standard deviation, the same standard davlation as 

in the tests Is used, which is based on an ex post observation of the standard deviation of the Dutch 

market over the last 11 years. This is a standard deviation of 5% (Vastgoedwijzer, 2004). 

The Beta of the proparty portfolio depends per portfolio. Due to the tact that the portfolio is wen 

diversified over the Dutch market and it is in a normal condition so that market conditions do nol 

influence the performance the Beta will be relatively close to one. A Beta of 0.90 is expected. 

All the parameters are shown below in the table. 

Parameter Value 

Return; market income 5.00% 

Return; market capital 4.00% 

Return; excess alpha 0 

Return; excess beta 0 

Return; excess gamma 0 

Casts; investment management casts 0.80% 

Costs; acquisition casts 6% 

Costs; selling casts 2% 

Coverage transaction casts 50% 

Annual premium of swap 1.75% 

Maturity of swap 5 yr 

Annual LIBOR rate 4% 

Standarel deviation maf1(et 5% 

Beta of direct property portfolio 0.9 

Number of objects in portfolio 20 

§ 6.4.3 Results 

This results in three relations. 

• The relation swapping more IPD returns and the return of the investment portfolio . 

• 
• 

The relation swapping more IPO returns and the standard deviatlon of the investment portfolio . 

The relation swapping more IPO returns and the risk of the investment portfolio, risk expressed 

as the probability of underperformance. 
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We are interestad in the riskfreturn profile of the investment portfolio after swapping the IPD returns lor a 

LIBOR rate lor a certain percentage of the nominal amount of the direct proparty portfolio. First the 

effect on the return and the standard deviation is shown. 
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The standard deviation and the return of the portfolio decreasas when swapping more IPD returns. The 

standard deviation and return decrease with a steady rate. 

The effect on the risk of the portfolio is shown below: 
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Swapped returns 

Due to the tact that the standard deviation is decreasing relatively laster than the return of the 

investment portfolio the chance that the return wilt be iower than 5% is decreasing with a laster siope 

when more of !he direct proparty portfolio is swappad for a LIBOR rate. Below the main sensitivities of 

the results wiil be shown. Sensitivity different out performance beta's lor the relation 
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§ 6.3.4 Conclusions 

The standard deviation and the return both decrease when swapping more on the direct proparty 

portfolio. However the probability of a return below 5% decreasas when swapping more IPD returns. 

§ 6.5 Concluslons 

The cases show that the model can be used to support investors by making their decisions. The model 

does this by providing the insights into the developments of the risk and return of the investment 

portfolio when selling morePIC's or swapping more IPD returns. Shownis that the return and risk when 

swapping is different then when selling PIC's. In a nutshell: seUing PIC's increases the return and risk of 

!he investment significantty, i! ereales an investment highly sensitive lor out and underperformance and 

!he premium of !he PIC. Swapping IPD returns ereales a total different kind of investment portfolio. lt 

decreasas the risk and return of !he investment portfolio so that i! looks more like a safer investment like 

bonds and obligations. 
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Figure 13; the 
determinants of 

the risk 

Sectien D; chapter seven; Conclusion 

Th is chapter conetudes the report. In this chapter the main results wil! be discussed, the study evaluated 

and recommendations lor further research wil! be provided. 

§ 7.1 Maln results of lhe study 

In this paragraph the main results of the study wil! be discussed. Each rasuit is briefly explained. All the 

results tagether briefly summarize the study. 

The risk is best characterlzed by the following two Indicators; 

• the probabillty that the return Is below the threshold value and 

• the volatility of the fnvestment portfolio. 

Bath the probability of underperformance and the volatility have to be calculated by the model in order to 

provide !he most accurate view on the risk. The probability afone is nol enough since a very high return 

can camouflage a high volatility since the probability is dependent on the volatility and return of !he 

investment portfolio. 

The standard deviation of the fnvestment portfolio and the probablllty of underperformance are 

broken down into the followlng components: 

D 
D 

- Input parameter 

"" normal c~n&nt 

These components were tracked by reviewing the lilarature and interviewing professionals. How i! is 

statistically correctly calculated is shown below. 

The standard deviatlon of the fnvestment portfolio Is calculated by: 

Je x;. +x!t + 2xmxpd )u~+ X:. CO:*(~ -1)2 +(BI n)2
) 

Where: 

x", = weight of the direct proparty portfolio 
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Figure 14; ttle 
delerminanis of 

lhe return 

xpd = weight of the proparty derivatives 

(Y
2 

= Varianee of the proparty market 
m 

/3; = Beta of the direct proparty portfolio 

Q = Constant Q 

n = Number of objects in the portfolio 

X inv = Amount of capital invested 

The return is best calculated by the modlfled internal rate of return. 

The return can best be calculated by the modified internal rate of return because it does not assume, 

like the lnternal Rate of Return, that the capital gained can be reinvested at the same rate. With the 

modified rate of return it is possible that the reinvestment rate can be separately specified. Furthermore 

the Net Present Value heavily depends on the discount rate, this discount rate depends on the risk but 

cannot be accurately specified. Besides that it is a performance maasurement which already takes into 

account the risk when calculating the return. In this study we want to view the impact on the return and 

the risk separately. The modified internal rate of return is calculated over the annual net cashflows. 

The followlng maln cashflows determlne the modlfled Internel rate of return: 

Figure 14 shows the cash flows that make up the modified intern al rate of return. 

The model is correctly calculated and Is not dependent on one Input parameter. 

The model is tested by Prof. Dr. Van Berkum, a professor in statistics. The model is now completely 

without errors and the risk and return are correctly calculated. The ranges of the output parameter do 

vary when different parameter values are altered. However there is no single parameter that delermines 

the return or standard deviation. The most determining return parameter is the premium and the most 

determining parameter for the standard deviation is the Beta of the direct proparty portfolio. 

The return and standard deviatlon of the lnvestment portfolio wlth standard Input parameter 

values lncreases when adding PIC's. The risk shows an optimum 

In a typical situation the return and the standard deviation of the investment portfolio will increase when 

selling a larger amount of PIC's. The more PIC's are sold the faster it increases. When many PIC's are 
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sold the investment portfolio bacomes highly sensitlve to out and underperformance of the direct 

proparty portfolio. 

The return and volatlllty of the investment portfolio wlth standard Input parameters decreeses 

when swapping IPD returns. 

In a typical situation the return and standard devialion of the investment portfolio does decrease when 

swapping more IPD returns. lt is shown that when swapping more IPD returns tor a LIBOR rata the 

chance of having a return below 5% can decrease to al most zero. 

lnteresting to see is that when the portfolio is badly diversifled and has a high tracking error risk the 

probability of under performance does nol deeresse to zero but remains somewhat similar when 

swapping more IPD returns. 

§ 7.2 Evaluatlon of the study 

In this paragraph we wilt evaluate the study, whether the goal Is met, the research question answered 

and whether the modelis reliable and calculated correctly. 

The research quasiion was: 

What are the implications of selling proparty derivatives tor the risk and return of the seller of risk's 

fnvestment portfolio?" 

The study provided an answer on the research quasiion by showing the implicalions by the use of a 

calculation model. The model is based on an extensive lilarature review and interviews with proparty 

professionals. The characteristics of the direct proparty portfolio and the property derivatives are 

specified by 19 input parameters. In this way it is possible to calculate lor a wide spectrum of different 

portfolio's the relation between selling proparty derivatives and the risk and return of the investrnent 

portfolio. 

The goal of the s1udy was: 

"To get insight into the implications of se/1/ng property derivatives on the riskandreturn of the portfolio of 

the seller in order to support them making their decision, increase transparener and increase liquidity 

and the development of the marl<et." 

Since it is possible to get insight into the implications of selllng proparty derivatives lor many speeltic 

cases the goal is met. With this s1udy and calculation model proparty investors can see the effect of 

selling proparty derivatives on the risk and return of their investment portfolio. The study has practical 

relevance, the model developed lor this study already has been used in practica several times and 

proved its value. Furthermore does the study have academie relevanee si nee it Is the first time that the 

impact of proparty derivalives on the risk and return of the investrnent portfolio is modelled. 

The model is based on the literature and interviews and provides a decent calculalion of the return and 

risk. However lt can best be used to gain insights into the implicalions and can best be interpreled as an 

indicalion. For professional investors the modelis probably notaccurate enough, this was aiso never the 

intention, the modelis designed lor providing lnsights into the implications of selling property derivalives. 

This study, and the model, is the first quantitalive approach to estimating the risk and return of an 

investrnent portfolio containing proparty derivatlves. lt's uniqua in its approach, but this does not maan 
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that it is a complete approach. There can be enough additional research be done to further elaborate on 

the risk and return and gat a more complete and precise view. 

§ 7.3 Recommendatlons tor further research 

The study offers various possibilities lor further research. They are mentioned below: 

• The model can be expanded by taking into account more different kinds of proparty derivatives, 

in this model only the most used proparty derivatives in 2006 are taken into account. which are 

Total Return Swaps and Proparty Index Certificates. 

• The model can be expanded by taking into account more different investment portfolios. For 

example the effect of proparty derivatives on an investment portfolio with indirect proparty can 

be modelled. 

• The input parameters can be decomposed further: 

o The premium of proparty derivatives is in this report an input parameter, this premium 

can be decomposed in several components like the short term market performance 

expectation and the transaction costs of property. 

o The Beta of the direct proparty portfolio can be modelled in further research. 

o The level of diversification can be estimated more accurately with further research, it 

is in thls report determined by the number of assets in a portfolio while it is known 

that it also depends on the sector and location of an asset. However there are till 

now no quantitative relations known. 

o The constant Q can be determined more accurately, the model now uses a constant 

Q basedon UK data. Further research can delermine the constant Q with Dutch data. 

Aftar all this study will show soma interesting insights in the mechanics of proparty derivatives but 

hopefully it will also trigger more quantitative research on proparty derivatives. 
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Appendix A; Glossary 

Proparty derivatives: 

Financial instruments whose value depends on the values of other, more basic, property related, 

underlying variables. 

lnvestment portfolio: 

The portfolio of investment assets 

Seller of risk: 

The party that provides the property returnfora premium. 

Element: 

The riskor return is made up of several elements, these elementscan be divided into more elements. 

Indicator: 

The indicator is the expressionlor the riskor return. 

Free float: 

Free float is the amount of shares that is kepi by shareholders who are potentially willing to trade. The 

tree float amount of shares of a company can be substantially smaller than the total amount of shares 

available due to shareholders who will not trade, like the faunder of the company. 

Londen FOX debacle: 

The London Fox Exchange was a proparty derivatives exchange initialive in 1994 which failed due to 

lack of liquidity and supposed insider knowledge. 

Smoothlng: 

Smoothing is the underestimation of volatility by valuers of property due to adapting valuations to 

previous valuations. 

Eurobond: 

A bond is a security that pays of interest to the holder, a Eurobond is a bond which is issued across the 

nation al border of the institution in another currency. 
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Appendix B; Portfolio rneory 

The basis of the portfolio theory is based on the idea that diversification reduces risk. Harry Markowitz 

laid the foundation lor portfolio theory. This was the beginning of the "Capital Market Theory". According 

to this theory one could delermine it's asset allocation by using the expected return, varianee and 

covariance of each asset. 

"Aithough portfolio theory and its subsequent development into the capital asset pricing model have 

locused on equity shares the theory has a general application and can be applied to all risky assets." 

(Brown and Matsiak, 2001) 

The diversilication effect is characterized by the lollowing old investors wisdom: "Don'! put all your eggs 

in the same basket." Assets which are less than perfectly correlated will flatten out each other positive 

and nagalive eX1remes. For example two assets have a nagalive correlation. When one asset perfarms 

very well the other will perfarm less and vice versa. In this way the total risk of the portfolio, measured 

as the standard deviation of the returns around the maan, will decrease due to the diversification effect. 

The diversification effect can be shown mathematically as lollows: 

(1~ = Î,x1
2
(11

2 + Î,Î,x,xiO"Ij where: 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

i=l i=l j=l 

0"1 = standard deviation of asset i. 

(1 P = s1andard deviation of portfolio 

(11i = covariance of returns between ith and jth asset. 

x, = weight of asset i 

n = number of assets 

For example when a portfolio consistsof two assets with the lollowing returns: 

Table lrom Brown and Matysiak(2003) 

Years A B Portfolio 

1 0.00% 8.00% 4.00% 

2 4.00% 5.00% 4.50% 

3 8.00% 4.00% 6.00% 

4 2.00% 10.00% 6.00% 

5 -1.00% 8.00% 3.50% 

6 -10.00% 6.00% -2.00% 

7 -9.00% 9.00% 0.00% 

8 -6.00% 8.00% 1.00% 

9 0.00% 3.00% 1.50% 

10 2.00% -8.00% -3.00"/o 

11 -2.00% 2.00% 0.00% 

12 10.00% -2.00% 4.00% 

13 4.00% -2.00"/o 1.00% 
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14 8.00% -8.00% 0.00% 

Average 0.71% 3.07% 1.89% 

Standarel dev. 6.09% 5.99% 2.82% 

Correlation A,B -o.56 

In words it has the following logic: The risk of a portfolio containing two assets decreasas when the 

correlation between those two assets decreases. Because when one asset perfarms less than expected. 
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Appendix C; Formulas 

Overview of the formulas used in this study: 

Lower partial moment (LPM) 

Where: 

LPM = Lower partlal moment 

T = number of observations 

'i = return at time i. 

N =power 

r = average returns over certain pas period 

MAD =_!_ IIR, -E(R)i 
T r=l 

Where: 

MAD = Mean Absolute Deviation 

T = Time till maturity 

R, = Return at time t 

E ( R) = Expected return 

Standard deviation (SD) 

I ~( A)2 
(j= - · L.., r;-r 

n i= l 

Where: 

(j = standard deviation 

n = number of observations 

r; =return at time i. 

r = average returns over certain pas period 
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Risk 

Probability 

Z = ---'R,_-_E__,;_( r-'-) 

where: 

R, = the threshold return 

z = probability tor a normal distri bution with mean is 0 and a standard deviation of 1. 

a = Standard deviation 

E ( r) = Expected return 

Absolu1e Standard deviation 

J<x,! + x!t + 2xmxpd)a,! + x,!(a,! *(/3; -1)2 +(BI n?) 

xinv 

Where: 

xm = weight of the direct proparty portfolio 

xpd = weight of the proparty derivatives 

a;, = Varianee of the proparty market 

/3; = Beta of the direct proparty portfolio 

B = Constant B 

n = Number of objects in the portfolio 

X inv = Amount of capita! invested 

Relativa standard deviation: 
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x =x m te 

Return 

Cash flow schema for determining return: 

Net present value: 

lncome return 

Capital return 

nv.man costs 

Acquisition costs 

lncome return liability 

rvapital return liability 

Premium 

~omina! amount received 

Net cash flows 

NPV=i_s__ 
1=1 (1 + r)' 

lnternal rata of return : 

i cl 
1=1 (1 + IRR)' 

Modified internal rate of return : 

0 

PPIC 

Nomp0 

Anv 

1 2 3 4 

R ~ ~ R. 

Re 
··-

cinv cinv c inv c inv 

L; L; L, L; 

Lc 

NCF NCF NCF NCF 
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M IRR = ( N PV ( reinvestmentrate, positivevalues) * (1 + reinvestmentrate r )n~ 1 _ l 
NPV(Financerate,negativevalues)*)l + financerate) 

lncome return: 

RI ='i* Nomprop; 'i = m'i + e'i ; e'i = ffl'i + (K+ y) * ffl'i 

Where : 

'i ~ lncome return 

m'i ~ market income return 

e'i = Excess income return 

K = market component excess return(Excess beta) 

r = excess gamma, impravement component 

Nomprop = Nominal amount of direct proparty portfolio 

Capita! return: 

Re='::* Nomprop; ':: = On(mrc +er::) *T)*(l-c .. u); er::= mrc + (K+a) * mrc 

Liabilities: 

L; =I; *Nomp0 

The following parameters are all expressed as a percentage 

mrc ~ market capital return 

e'i ~ Excess income return 

ere ~ Excess capital return 

re = Capital return 

a ~ excess alpha, selection component 

c inv ~ lnvestment management costs 

Cacq ~ Acquisition casts 

cseu ~ Selling casts 

l; = lncome liability proparty derivative 

Ie = Capitalliability proparty derivative 

Ppic ~Premium PIC 

P,wap ~ Premium tatal return swap 
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= Nominal amount of a Total Return Swap or PIC = 

% PD = Percentage of nominal arnount of direct proparty portfolio that is sold as proparty derivatives. 

NCW = Net cash flow 

Amv = Amount invested 

NCW= (r; +re -cinJ* Nomprop +(P.rwap -li -Ie)* Nompd 

r; = mr; +er; 

R; = r; * Nomprop 

Re = re * Nomprop 

I; =mr; 

IC= mrc 

L; =I; *NomPv 

Lc = Ie * NomPD 

Amv =Nomprop *(l+cacq)-NomPD *(l+PpiC) 
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